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PREFACE
The efforts reported herein were conducted by a project
team assembled by the Columbus Technical Institute: under the
Department of Energy, Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration
Project for Nonresidential Buildings, Cooperative Agreement No.
EG-77A 014090. This work, sponsored by the Department of Energy
(DOE), was managed by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA), Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
The NASA manager is Mr. Douglas W. Westrope. This report covers
work conducted during the period July 1976 through May 1980.
The authors, Mssrs. Richard G. Coy and R. Paul Braden,
University of Dayton Research Institute, would like to acknowledge
i:he cooperation and contributions of all of the project team whose
members are: Columbus Technical Institute, Project Director,
Mr. Russell Jordan; McDonald, Cassell &_Bassett, architects,
Mr. William R. McDonald; Lantz & Jones, structural consultants,
Mr. James Nebraska; Heapy & Associates, Mr. Richard Pearson;
University of Dayton Research Institute, solar system design
consultants, Dr. J. E. Minardi, Mr. R. K. Newman, Mr. D. H. Whitford,
and Mr. G. J. Roth; Owens-Illinois, Inc., solar collector
manufacturers, Mr. V. R. Daiga and Mr. R. E. Ford; and Elford,
Inc., general contractors, Mr. Tom Fitzpatrick.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In May 1977 the Columbus Technical institute (CTI), 550
East Spring Street, Columbus, Ohio 43216, was selected as a
recipient of a nonresidential solar energy demonstration contract
awarded by the Department of Energy (DOE), in response to Program
Opportunity Notice DSE-76-2. CTI proposed to include a solar
energy heating/cooling system in its new classroom/administration
building, designated as the "Phase V Building", which was approved
for construction in 1976 by the Ohio General Assembly.
The Phase V Building (Franklin Hall) was built in the north-
east quadrant of the CTI campus on land owned by the college, five
blocks east of the Ohio State capital building. It has approximately
47,000 square feet of floor space on three levels. The solar heating
and cooling system designed for the building utilizes about 4,096
square feet of advanced, evacuated, tubular collectors located on
the roof. The collectors were built by the Owens-Illinois Company.
The overall program was managed by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Alabama, for DOE. The efforts discussed in this
report were conducted by a project team, whose members are:
Mr. Russell Jordan, Administrative Assistant to the CTI President;
McDonald, Cassell & Bassett, architects; Lantz & Jones, structural
consultants; Heapy and Associates, mechanical engineering
consultants; University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), solar
system design consultants; Owens-Illinois, solar collector
manufacturer; Elford, Inc., general contractor; and Duckworth
Plumbing Co., mechanical contractor. Major subcontractors includes
Honeywell, Inc.- control subsystem; and Remtech Inc. - data
acquisition subsystem.
An overview of the campus and pictures of the completed
building are shown as Figures 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3. The system was
acceptance tested and became operational in June 1979. Performance
1
data is being collected by the Solar Data acquisition and Reduction
(SDRR) System provided by CTI.
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SECTION 2
SITE AND S'.STEM DESCRIPTION
Franklin Hail of the Columbus Technical institute
is located in downtown Columbus, Ohio, at 40 0 north Latituele
and 83 0 West Longitude (See Figure 2-1) . The co!'.ectors, which
face due South, are mounted at as angle of 450 measured from the
horizontal.
The maximum number of solar collectors that could be
mounted on the roof were used in the solar heating system. They
should provide 79 percent of the total annual heating requirements
of the building and 27 percent of the annual cooling (through
absorption chilling). Each collector is 4 ft wide and 8 ft high.
The collectors are arranged in 8 rows, 16 collectors per row.
All pipe connections to the collectors are made through vertical
chutes "or roof curbs" which penetrate the poured asphalt roof.
The collect re cre identical to those installed in the
Troy, Ohio Library earlier (reference DOE report UDR-TR-60-14,
February 1980). They are normally nondrainable, but can be
manually drained by partial disassembly if an emergency occurs,
such as a catastrophic circulation pump failure during the periods
r
of extremely low temperature and minimum sunlight. They are nct
drained in summer: lot water is circulated between the collectors
and an insulated 5,000 gallon holding tank, passing through a
water/lithium bromide absorption chiller to coal the building.
If the solar collector temperature ._. yes above 220°F, solar heat
is dissipated through heat exchangers into the cooling tower which
services the chiller system. In event of a building power failure,
a manual valve allows city water to be used for emergency collector
cooling.
The CTI solar heat/cooling system includes multiple modes
of operation;
1. HEATING ONLY
a. Solar collectors provide sufficient heat to meet the
demand (See Figure 2-2).
6
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Figure 2-1. Location of Columbus, Ohio.
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Figure 2-2. Schematic, Heating Mode.
(Courtesy Heapy 6 Associates)
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b. Supplementary heating is necessary (see Figure 2-3).
To keep the boiler from supplying heat to the storage tank, valve
V2 activates to allow the return water from the air handlers to
return directly to the boiler, by-passing the storage tank. (Only
the solar collectors put heat into the storage tank.) As soon as
the solar collectors heat the storage tank to a temperature greater
than the air handier return water temperature, valve V2 allows tank
water to enter the boiler.
2. COOLING ONLY
a. So long as the storage tank water temperature remains
between 170 and 220 0F, Figure 2-4 applies. If the temperature
drops below 170-F, the absorption chiller cannot operate. It
goes off line and valve V1 opens to bypass the chiller. All chilling
is accomplished by reciprocating chillers in series with the
absorption machine. (This mode is not shown on a separate figure.)
b. When the solar collector water temperature rises
above 2200F, the excess heat is dumped into the Purge Heat
Exchanger and Cooling Tower, as shown on Figure 2-5.
3. MIXED MODES
Individual air handlers have the capability of calling
for heating or cooling individually, so mixed modes are possible.
4. OVERHEAT AND FREEZE PROTECTION MODES
The control logic for the solar heating/cooling system has
built-in protection against overheat or freezing of the solar
collectors, independent of the demand for heat or cold by the air
handlers (see Appendix C, Honeywell Control System Drawings,
sheet 5 of 10). They include:
• Collector overtemperature--If the collector discharge
temperature exceeds 220 to 230-F, the cooling tower loop (pump E,
purge heat exchanger and cooling tower, Figure 2-5) activates to
reduce the discharge temperature below 220°F.
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• Collector freeze protection--if the outside air tempera-
ture drops below 40°F, pumps A and B cycle on for one -half hour
every four hours. If the collector discharge temperature drops
below 40°F, valve V4 is positioned such that pumps A and B (Figure
2-3) pump water continuously through the collectors from the storage
tank until the discharge temperature reaches 60°F. Since the
control system does not permit the boiler to provide heat to the
storage tank, the heat necessary to raise the collector temperature
must come from the storage tank and its surroundings. If the
collector discharge temperature continues to drop (to 38°F or less)
a remote bell in Aquinas Hall rings until the condition is
corrected. Maintenance personnel must open valves to introduce
city water into the collector water loop to raise its temperature
above 40°F.
5. EMERGENCY MODES
If water circulation through the solar collectors is
interrupted for periods greater than 30 minutes or so when solar
insolation is high, overheat will occur; the water trapped in the
collectors will turn to steam, and escape from pressure.relief
valves at the outlet of each collector row (see Figure 3-1, page
28, and Section 3.2, page 29). To control the rate of steam release
and decrease the collector temperature, it is necessary to cover
the collectors with black Visqueen, and keep them covered until
the water circulation problem is corrected. This emergency condition
has already occurred in the Franklin Hall System, and was handled
well by maintenance personnel.
If water circulation stops and there is no solar insolation
(heavy cloud conditions and arctic-type cold), the collectors must
be manually drained, per Section 3.2, page 29.
2.1 SOLAR COLLECTOR SUBSYSTEM
One-hundred-twenty-eight SUNPAKTM solar collector modules
with shaped reflectors are installed on this project. These
collectors are advanced, high performance, evacuated, tubular
collectors manufactured by Owens-Illinois, Inc. Each module
13
consists of 24 individual collector tubes with an integral
manifold as shown in Figure 2-6 through 2-10 and occupies
approximately 32 square feet in the assembled configuration. The
effective area of the standard SUNPAKTM module is 27.4 square
feet, which is used as the basis for describing collector perfor-
mance. The effective collector area available on this project with
128 modules is 3507 square feet. A complete description of the
Owens-Illinois, Inc. collector is presented in Appendix B, SUNPAK TM	-
Solar Collector Installation Service and Operating Manual.
2.2 STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
The capability of storing excess solar energy is provided
by an insulated 5,000 gallon steel tank. The tank is installed
below ground, adjacent to the northwest corner of the building.
Construction and installation details of the tank are shown in
Appendix A.
2.3 DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
This subsystem includes all piping, pumping, and heat
transfer components as well as the required control logic for
the efficient operation of the entire system. The system
schematic presented in Figure 2-11 shows all major components
of the distribution subsystem as well as the control valves and
sensors. All piping in the distribution system is installed within
the building.
The pneumatic control subsystem was designed and built by
Honeywell, Inc. Tt meets the demand for heat in a given sector
of the building by first using the energy in the storage tank and
collector system, then calling for back-up heat from the natural
gas/oil boil .sr. Details of the control subsystem are shown in
Appendix C.
Six three-way pneumatic valves control the flow of water
within the solar system. They are shown on Figure 2-11 as vl
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Figure 2-11. Major System Parameters 6 Control Valves.
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,0
through V6. Their functions are:
1. V1 - Bypass the absorption chiller when no cooling is
required.
2. V2 - Bypass the storage tank if the return water tempera-
ture from the air handlers is greater than the storage tank
temperature.
3. V3 - Bypass boiler unless air handler hot water loop
temperature is too low to heat the building.
4. V4 - Bypass storage tank if tank temperature is greater
than water temperature in the solar collectors.
5. V5 - Bypass the purge heat exchanger because water
temperature is below 220°F. (The cooling tower is a component
of the building cooling system, and is used by the solar system
only when the solar hot water temperature is excessive).
6. V6 - Allow hot water to be drawn from the top of the
storage tank when in the cooling mode.
2.4 DATA COLLECTION AND LOBBY DISPLAY INSTRUMENTATION
The Franklin Hall solar heating system is equipped
with minimum instrumentation to assess the overall performance
of the system. This instrum p ,:tation was purchased by CTI under
private contract in 1977.
The Solar Data Acquisition and Reduction (SDAR) system was
built by Remtech, Inc., of Huntsville, Alabama, for the CTI
installation, with the cooperation of Heapy and Associates. The
system is built around a Digital Equipmert Corporation LSI #11/2
general-purpose 16-bit microcomputer processor module. The system
will interrogate up to 32 analog inputs, convert them to engineering
units, calculate heat flows through the system, display the results
on a video monitor (mounted in the lobby and provided on-demand),
and record the system parameters on a cassette tape.
21
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The data is also retrievable remotely via telephone modem.
The inputs to the system are shown as Figure 2-12, the required
solar system constants as Figure 2-13, and the system performance
calculations as Figure 2-14.
A sample lobby terminal display is shown as Figure 2-15.
Details on WAR are shown in Appendix D.
Channel Sensor Variable Function
1 I1 1001 Incident solar energy
2 T15 T001 Outdoor air temperature
3 T6 T100 Collector inlet/Absorbtion chiller outlet
4 T1 T101 Collector outlet/Purge inlet
5 T12 T102 Purge outlet
6 R1 S100 Collector pump status
7 T2 T200 Storage tank temperature
8 T7 T400 Storage outlet/Boiler inlet
9 T3 T401 Heating loop return
10 T8 1402 Boiler outlet
11 T4 T403 Heating loop supply
12 R2 S400 Heating loop pump status
I	 13 R3 S401 Boiler status
14 FM1 W400 Heating loop flow rate
15 Tll T500 Absorbtion chiller inlet
16 T14 T501 Cooling loop return/Absorbtion chiller
load inlet
17 T9 T502 Absorbtion chiller load outlet/Electric
chiller inlet
18 T10 T503 Cooling loop supply/Electric chiller loadI outlet
14 i	 T13 T504 Cooling tower inlet
20 T5 T506 Cooling tower outlet
21 R4 S500 Cooling loop pump status
22 R5 S505 Absorbtion chiller status
23 R6 S506 Electric chiller status
Figure 2-12. Input Channel Assignments.
(September 1979)
(Courtesy Remtech)
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AREA - Collector area -(3507.2 sq. ft.)
W100 - Collector loop flow rate -(60 GPM)
EP101 - Collector pump operating energy -(11.5 KW)
W400 - Flowmeter conversion data -(1 pulse/10 gal 350 max - 100 min)
EP400 - Heating loop pump operating energy -01 KW)
W500 - Cooling loop flow rate -000 GPM)
EP500 - Cooling loop pump operating energy -(15.5 KW)
EP504 - Cooling tower operating energy used by absorption chiller -(3.46 KW)
EPS05 - Absorption chiller operating energy.-(3.8KW)
W505 - Absorption chiller load flow rate -(1606 GMP)
W506 --Electric chiller load flow rate - (3006 GPM)
HTCOST - Cost per Btu of conventional heating-(57.49/1 x 1068TU)
CLCOST - Cost per But of conventional cooling-(52.00/1 x 106BTU)
MININ - Insolation required for useful solar collection 420 BTU/sq.ft.)
* Data in ( ) are the constants in program supplied on September 1979.
These constants may be changed by the use of Task 4 in the SDAR System
Task List.
Figure 2-13. Required Solar System Constants.
(Courtesy Remtech)
Solar energy available: 0001=	 I001-AREA•dt
Solar energy collected: Q100=	 (T101-T100)•WlOO.SIOO.dt
Solar energy purged: Q101=	 (T101-T102)•W100•dt
Solar collector operating energy: Q102-	 EPIOI.S100•dt
Collector efficiency: NI OO=(Q100/0001)
Solar energy to storage: Q200=Q100-Q101-Q500
Solar energy to heating load: Q400-Q402-Q401
Auxiliary energy to heating load: Q401=_f(T402-T400)•W100•S401•dt
Heating load: Q402=f(T403-T401)•W400-S400•dt
Solar heating loop operating energy: Q403=fEP400•(S400-S401)•dt
Solar energy to absorption chiller: Q500-f(T500-T100)•W100•S505•dt
Cooling load: Q502-f(T501-T503)-W500•S500•dt
Absorption chiller operating energy: Q503=f(EP500+EP504+EP505)•S505•dt
Absorption chiller load: Q505f(T501-T502)•W505•S505•dt
Electric chiller load: Q506-f(T502-T503)•W506•S506•dt
Absorption chiller coefficient
of performance:
N500=Q505/(Q503+Q102)
Energy saved: Q606=Q400+Q500-Q102-Q403-Q503
Dollars saved: 0606= (Q40o .Q403-(QlO2 . Q400)/(Q400+Q500) •HTCOST+
(Q500-Q503-(QIO2-Q500)/(Q400+Q500 ) -CLCOST
Hours of useful solar energy:
S001=
0.0 if I001< MININ
11.0 if I001>MININ
H001=f 5001 dt
Figure 2-14. System Performance Calculations.
(Courtesy Remtech)
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SECTION 3
SYSTEM OPERATION
The solar heating system operational controls have been
interfaced with the standard Heating, Ventilating, and Air
Conditioning ( HVAC) controls. The operation of this combined
solar heating-HVAC system is keyed to the solar collector output
temperature; the ambient air temperature; temperature within the
solar distribution/storage system and standardized air handling
units; and the building space thermostats. Operation of the
combined system is automatic and should require no action during
operation except for adjusting or setting building space thermo-
stats, or emergency conditions such as power or component failures,
system leaks, and extreme low temperature. (Ref. Appendix C for
detailed operation and drawings.)
3.1 FILLING AND DRAINING PROCEDURES
Make-up water is provided to the solar system by an automatic
fill valve at the expansion tank. Make-up of the water in the
boiler/air handler loop is accomplished indirectly through the 5000
gallon storage tank. The cooling tower and mechanical chiller
loops also have water make-up valves which are components of the
conventional HVAC system.
For initial fill, the solar hot water loop is equipped with
manual valves at the inlet and outlet to the solar hot water
pumps A & B and bleed valves in the roof curbs (see Figure 3-1).
Regardless of the position of valves V4 and V6, the 5000 gallon
storage tank will fill from city water pressure, and water will
enter the collectors regardless of the position of valve V1.
As a safety precaution, the solar collectors were covered
with black Visqueen until they were adequately filled with water
so the individual collector tubes would not experience high thermal
shock as cold city water entered the tubes.
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Figure 3-1. Filling and Draining Schematic.
(Courtesy Heapy & Associates)
To fill the boiler/air handler loop, valve V2 was opened
to permit flow from the storage tank to the pumps C&D inlet.
Pumps C&D filled the remainder of the loop. Valves V1, V3, and
V5 were excercised to fill the bypass lines.
3.2 EMERGENCY DRAINING
If a collector tube is broken, the resulting leak will be
detected by a system which warns the Security Office in an
adjoining building. Each of the eight rows of collectors on the
roof can be isolated from the system by closing two manual valves
in the roof curb because the eight rows are connected in parallel.
The defective row must be covered with black Visqueen during hours
of bright sunlight to prevent percolation of the collectors until
the leak can be repaired.
If catastrophic failure of both solar heat pumps A & 8 occurs,
or if the system develops a leak between the solar collectors on the
roof and the pump/storage tank complex on the first floor and
underground, then the entire solar system must be shut down
immediately. All Solar collectors must be covered with black
Visqueen until repairs are complete.
The worst possible combination of events is a catastrophic
leak in the piping to or from the collectors and the collector
a;
temperature drops below freezing. This could only occur during
the night in extreme cold. If the leak could be "contained",
city water would be passed through the collectors to prevent
freeze-up until the sun emerged. If the leak could not be
"contained", each of the 3072 tubes would have to be drained
individually before freeze-up, since there is no high-pressure
air or other system to force water out of the collectors in an
emergency. If hot water pumps C & D fail, or if a leak occurs
in the boiler/air handler loop, no heat can be provided to the
building. The solar loop can continue to provide hot water to the
storage tank, but this water is not accessible to the air handlers.
To assist maintenance personnel on restart of the system,
an Acceptance Test Plan is included as Appendix E.
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APPENDIX B
SUNPAKTM SOLAR COLLECTOR INSTALLATION,
SERVICE, AND OPERATING MANUAL
B-1
OWENSILUNOIS
SUNPAK TM SOLAR COLLECTOR
INSTALLATION', SERVICE AND OPERATING MANUAL
SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTS GROUP
B-2
FOREWORD
This manual is intended to serve both as a guide to installation
procedures and as a means of understanding the basis of solar-collector
operation and maintenance.
Those persons charged with understanding and operating the collector
system should read and understand the entire manual.
Those persons concerned only with installation of hardware will find
essentially all the necessary information in Section 2, Installation
Procedure, and in the accompanying Figures and Dr wings.
Each specific SUNPAK TM application will be somewhat unique as a
result of small differences in circumstances of installation and use. The
manual is valid for the majority of these circumstances. The manufacturer
should be contacted for recommendations if the customer feels his
installation may be atypical in any way.
I.S.O.M. - FEBRUARY 1978
Addendum(s)
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1.0 General Description
1.1 Physical Dimensions
The standard SUNPAK TM
 module consists of 24 individual
collector tubes manifolded together as shown in Figure 5.1.
A nominal gross area of 4'x 8' is occupied by the assembled
module. The effective collection area of the standard SUNPAKTM
module is 27.4 square feet. It is the latter area (27.4 ft )
that is used as the basis for describing collector performance
and in quoting collector array prices.
A typical module weighs about 110 pounds (dry) and will
contain about 9 gallons of fluid (water preferred) when filled.
The resulting collector load is approximately 4 lb/ft t dry and
7 lb/ft2 water filled.
1.2 Materials and Parts
The glass components are made with Owens-Illinois KG-33
(KIMAX ) borosilicate glass to provide strength, optical clarity,
and thermal shock resistance. The fluid passageways inside the
manifold are copper. All internal copper connections are hard
soldered. High temperature silicone rubber "0"-rings and grommets
are used for seals. The copper cup assemblies and internal headers
are encased in a molded urethane foam which serves as an insulating
support structure. The urethane foam is sheathed in a rigid shell
of fiberglass reinforced polyester resin. The materials have been
chosen to resist damage to the collector by stagnation temperatures
which may rise as high as 650 0 F in an unfilled collector exposed to
the sun.
A complete parts list appears in Table 1.
1.3 Fluid Flow
1.3.1 Collector Fluid Tye
Water is the preferred heat transfer fluid due to its
low cost and good thermal performance. The low loss property
of the SUNPAK TM collector makes use of water practical even in
cold climates. The use of other fluids such as glycol solu-
tions is also possible, but rarely necessary. Questions
regarding fluid selection should be reviewed with the manu-
facturer in light of the specific application.
1.3.2 Fluid Flow Path
The SUNPAKTM manifold is designed to deliver water in
a serpentine series flow pattern to its 24 tubes. This is
accomplished with the use of the standard 8 mm O.D. or
optional 11 mm O.D. feeder tubes which channel water to and
from the closed end of each collector tube. Figures 5.2A,
5.2B, and 5.2C illustrate the flow pattern. In a multi-module
collector array, the individual modules are interconnected in
parallel flow arrangement.
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1.3.3 Collector Fill Flow Rates
Fluid flow rate during filling must be above a certain
minimum value in order to prevent two phase flow in the
feeder tubes and the resulting possibility of air entrapment.
For the 8 mm standard feeder tubes, a minimum fill rate of
0.3 gpm/module is recommended with the optimum rate being
0.4-0.5 gpm/module. The 11 mm optional feeder tubes require
a minimum fill rate of 0.6 gpm/module with 0.7-0.8 gpm/module
being optimum. See Section 3.1 for details.
1.3.4 Collector Operating Flow Rates
Efficiency of energy transfer to the collector fluid will
be affected by fluid flow rate. For the 8 mm standard feeder
tubes, a minimum operating flow rate of 0.25 gpm/module is
recommended and a flow rate of 0.3 gpm/module is considered
to be near optimum. The 11 mm optional feeder tubes require
a minimum operating flow rate of about 0.5 gpm/module with
0.6 gpm/module being optimum.
1.4 Installation Overview
1.4.1 General Description
The collector has been designed to allow easy installation.
Heavy lifting equipment is not necessary as long as there is
sufficient access to allow components to be carried to the
mounting surface. Each component can be easily lifted by one
man. After manifolds and brackets are mounted, collector tubes
are simply inserted into their "0"-ring seals at the manifolds.
Plastic end caps with adjusting screws are used at the closed
ends of the tubes to hold them in place against hydraulic
pressure in the operating system (see Figure 5.7). If a tube
replacement is necessary, the plastic end cap is removed by
loosening the adjusting screw and giving a quick twist. The
tube can then be removed from its seal and a new one inserted.
1.4.2 Installation Manpower
The installation procedure is quite simple and requires
a minimum of tools (see Table II) Although specific systems
differ somewhat, a typical 100 f Oarray, not including
SUNPAKTM reflectors (see Section 1.4.6), could be installed
with about one man-day of effort, Inclusion of the reflector
elements in the installation of a ne ►g system would increase
the installation time for the 100 ft e
 array to about two
man-days of effort. Provision of proper tools, carpenters'
aprons for carrying small parts, and efficient layout of the
parts inventories to avoid long carrying distances will all
serve to minimize installation time. A five-marl crew seems
to be optimum with three men on the collector hardware installa-
tion and two helpers to maintain an uninterrupted flow of parts.
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1.4.3 Collector Manifold Arrangement
The manifold is designed with internal nominal
1-inch J.D. copper header pipes. Adjacent manifolds are
coupled by a specially designed mechanical coupling included
with the factory-supplied hardware. Additional couplings are
available for comiection of external piping to the manifold
inlets and outlets. As many as 15 manifolds can be joined
in a single row by interconnecting the internal headers.
Longer arrays can be fabricated, but careful attention to
flow arrangement and header pressure drops is necessary to
assure balanced flow distribution to individual modules.
Best flow distribution will result when the inlet and outlet
of a given row of modules are at opposite ends of the array.
Header pipe thermal expansion is taken up by the mechanical
header couplings.
1.4.4 Mounting Surface
The collector is designed to mount on a tilted support
surface provided by the customer. This can be a sloping roof
or a sawtooth structure on a flat roof. The plane in which manifold
and end brackets are mounted should not deviate from flatness by more
than 1/4" along any 4' length. More pronounced irregularities,
especially along the length of a manifold, will require the use of
shims to provide a flat surface to assure proper tube and manifold
alignment.
When the collector is mounted on a watertight surface, a
commonly employed technique to minimize roof penetrations-is
the mounting of horizontal members on the roof exterior to which
the collector brackets can be attached. The horizontal members
may be treated 2" x 6" lumber or galvanized metal channels which
are blocked up to allow water drainage. Roof penetrations at
the blocking should be flashed or caulked for watertightness.
1.4.5 Diffuse Reflector Surface
Collector modules can be mounted over one of two types of
background reflectors; a flat diffuse reflector, or a shaped
(cylindrical) non-imaging specular reflector. For best results
with ise diffuse reflector, the surface should have a non-glossy,
reflectike nature such as flat white paint. A surface which tends
to be self-cleaning with rain water would be most desirable.
Several diffuse reflector materials have been tested for
reflectance. Those showing satisfactory reflectance included
white vertical aluminum siding , white aluminum shingles, and
white roof paint applied over asphalt rolled roofing. White
exterior paint over plywood gives satisfactory reflectance for up
to a year which might be acceptable for a small test stand, but
this approach does not offer a long-life background needed for a
permanent installation.
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1.4.6 SUNPAKTM
 Shaped Specular Reflector
The SUNPAK
TM
 Shaped Specu l ir Reflector (SSR) is shipped
ready-for-mounting by the customer using the spring tube
clips and interlocking tabs on the reflector elements (see
Drawing ED-1). This mounting system assures proper reflector
alignment and structural integrity to withstand wind and snow
loading.
1.4.7 Mounting Surface Tilt Angle
The angle of tilt of the support surface depends upon
several factors which influence the matching of collector
output with load requirements over the duration of the operat-
ing year. In general, a winter heating load is best satisfied
with a south-facing array tilted at an angle of the latitude
plus 10-20 degrees. A constant annual load such as domestic
hot water would use a tilt appriximately equal to the latitude.
A load which peaks in the summertime would use a tilt equal to
the latitude minus 10-20 degrees. Collector output is not very
sensitive to deviations of a few degrees from the optumum tilt
angle.
1.4.8 Special Considerations for Low Tilt Angle
Generally, the collector will be mounted at a tilt ranging
from 30 to 70 degrees from horizontal. Tilt angles of less
than 30 degrees will require special consideration of air
clearing during collector filling. Information can be obtained
from the manufacturer.
1.4.9 Mounting Surface Structural Integrity
The SUNPAK
TM
 collector module and shaped reflector
attachment are designed to withstand wina, snow, and ice loadings
normally encountered in service. It is the responsibili ty of
the customer to insure that the mounting surface to which the
collector is attached has the required structural integrity to
support the filled collector array under normally anticipated
conditions. It should be noted that at recommended collector
operating pressures of 30 psi or less, hydraulic pressure in the
tubes will yield a resultant force at each mounting bracket
attached to the surface. Maximum forces on the mounting surface are
on the order of 30 lb. (downward) at each end bracket and 40 lb.
(upward) at each center bracket. In long collector array designs,
careful attention should be paid to the deflection characteristics
of the supportstructure under wind loading. Further information
can be obtained from the manufacturer.
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2.0 Installation Procedure
2.1 Installation Sequence and Layout
2.1.1 Sequence
The general sequence of collector installation is as
follows:
a. chalkline layout of mounting surface reference
lines;
b. layout and mount manifold center brackets;
c. square and mount manifolds and mechanical header
couplings;
d. square and mount tube end supports;
e. tighten support tie rods between manifolds and
end supports;
f. install feeder and collector tubes;
g. connect external piping and leak check;
h. install manifold connector covers;
i. secure manifold connector covers and end caps.
The details of ach installation will be somewna^
different. the mane acturer's field ser y ce personne have
accumulated a good deal of experience and can be relied upon
to prepare local installation crews and provide time-saving
hints. The customer should not hesitate to call upon this
experience either in the field or by phone or mail to the
manufacturer's office directed to the responsible Project
Manager.
2.1.2 Layout (Figures 5.1 and 5.4 and Drawings ED-1 and ED-2)
A single module will occupy a space of 4 feet wide and
8 feet tall. Provision should be made for minimum length runs
of external piping at the end of an array of modules and for
the manifold end caps which project about six inches beyond
the ends of the arr-ay. Provision should also be made for
removal of tubes during servicing which will require a minimum
of 3" of clearance at the ends of the 8' module dimension.
If the total array consists of several parallel rows of modules,
then access must he provided between rows for servicing any
point in the array.
A chalkline is first made to fix the centerline of the
manifolds. Two additional chalklines are then laid out
parallel to the first and lying 46' ;1/8", -0" above and
below the manifold centerline. These lines mark the centerlines
of the tube end support mounting spacer holes. A perpendicular
chalkline is made at the starting end of the array to mark the
end of the first module. Additional perpendicular lines may
be made at 4' intervals down the row to mark the space occupied
by each module. Intervals should be measured along n stationary
steel tape to avoid accumulated measurement error.
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2.2 Manifold Center Brackets Part SK -2852 Fi s. 5.4 5.5
and Drawing
Manifolds are mounted with 3 center brackets per module which are
fastened to the mounting surface on the manifold centerline chalkline.
The f" ••st bracket of the first module is located 8" inboard from the
first perpendicular reference chalkline marking the end of the first
module. Remaining center brackets in the row are secured at 16" intervals.
The 16" tolerance is approximately equtl to ! 1/16" and should be done with
a stationary steel tape to prevent accumulated measurement error. The
center brackets are fastened to the mounting surface with appropriate
customer-supoli;:d fasteners.
2.3 
_S_g_u a_r_inng and Mountie Manifolds Part SK-5155,
Figs-. 5.5, 5. 
Field experience has shown that careful aligrnent of the manifolds
at this point can result in optimum alignment of ,.11 components in the
array. It should be noted that manifolds must be positioned on the
center brackets with the"T" marking on the bottom mounting brackets
facing the upslope side of the mounting surface. The manifold nameplate
should be on the downslope side of the surface.
At this point both the first and last manifold of each row of
modules should be dowered onto the center brackets and made hand tight
using the threaded end of the support rod (SK-2151) and the lockrut/washer
assembly. Use of two washers in this assembly may help to avoid deforma-
tion of the brackets due to inadvertent over tightening. Both manifolds
should be made perfectly square anc' level in all directions using a
steel square, steel scale, and level. Support rods are then tightened
to hold manifolds firmly.
Mounting of the intermediate manifolds is made easier by temporarily
locating a taL' +. steel wire (usc a turnbuckle) about 1" above the two end
manifolds and extending the full length of the collector array between
these m:anifoles. After making sure that this wire is perfectly straight
and level, ali intermediate manifolds should have the same releticilship
to the Faire as the two end manifolds already mounted.
The remaining manifolds can now be lowered into place one at a time
being sure to attach the floating mechanical coupling (SK-3047) at each
header connection. When manifolds are properly aligned and secured by
the support rods, a gap of 1/8" should exist between ends of adjoini'19
header pipes. This gap and the coup l ing are used to take up thermal
expansion of the headers. No soldering is necessary within the array.
Mechanical cou p lings can be tightened at this time.
2.4 Tube End Supports, Part SK-2848, Figs. 5.4, 5.5, and
Drawings ED-1 and E -
The aluminum tube end supports are now mounted using the "Z" shaped
mounting spacers (SK-2880). The horizontal chalklines at 46" + 1/8, -0
serve as the centerlines for the mounting holes of the "Z" brackets. The
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first pair of brackets will be located opposite one another at a point
2" inboard from the first perpendicular reference chalkline marking
the end of the first module. The second pair of brackets will be
located 46" inboard from the first pair. Intermediate brackets will be
mounted at 48" intervals. Brackets for the last module in a row will
again have a 46" separation as did those for the first module. A
stationary steel tape should be used to lay out these mounting holes
since accumulated measurement error will result in collector tubes not
being perpendicular to the manifolds. This could lead to sealing
problems.
If not already done, the tube end supports and "Z" mounting
spacers should be fastened together. Working at the first module of
the row, these assemblies should be placed onto the support rods and
held in position at the mounting holes to check the squareness of the
support rods to the manifolds and the end supports. If square, the
rubber pads (SK-2875) can be placed beneath the feet of the mounting
spacers and the spacer/end support assemblies can be mounted for all
modules in the row. A spot check of the squareness of the support rode
in the row is advisable.
The butt joints between successive tube end support channels are
made with a simple clamp arrangement using the clips (SK-2870) and a
bolt (SK-5318) and nut (SK-5316). Since no clips are used on the first
and last brackets of a row (no butt joints at these locations), a small
shim spacer (SK-2989) is provided to maintain constant collector tube
height. The shim is inserted between the tube end support and mounting
spacer. Larger shims under the feet of the "Z" mounting spacers may be
needed if the mounting surface is very irregular. Wherever penetra-
tions are made directly into a roof structure, care should be taken to
maintain the integrity of the roof.
The nuts holding the threaded support rods to the tube end support
channels may now be made tight enough to adjust the distance between
the inner face of the support channel and the flat side of the manifold
to equal 41-112" - 41-5/8".
Manifold connector covers (SK-5419) should be fastened into place
with the special fasteners (SK-5407).
2.5 Feeder Tube (SK-4920) and Collector Tube (SK-3092) Installation,
. t).i aria urawinc
!!SAFETY GLASSES AND GLOVES SHOULD BE WORN!!
The feeder tubes form a continuous fluid channel when the flared
ends are snapped into place in the manifold grommets (SK-4921).
Installation procedures are identical for the standard 8 mm feeder tubes
and the optional it mm feeder tubes. Care should be exercised in
properly sealing the tubes in the grommets. Do not use any petroleum-based
lubricants on the silicone rubber parts. If some lubrication is required
during installation, only a common soap solution in water or ethylene
glycol should be used. Silicone rubber can become brittle and crack in
a short time after contact with petroleum compounds.
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Before actually inserting the feeder tubes, a check should be made
of every col ector tube opening in ever mane old iniet- array to be
certain that grommets, end seals, an "0"-rings are in place and
passageways are clear. It should also be confirmed that the protective
carbon material is present on the non-flared ends of the feeder tubes.
This assures that the collector tubes will not be damaged when slipped over
the feeder tubes.
Do not walk on installed manifolds or tube end 
_s_uppo_r_tss at an y time.
ng bracSuppor`Ti	 6ts were not designed o'witysta3-such loading 
improper collector tube and manifold alignment may result.
Ideally, sufficient access should exist between rows of modules
to allow the feeder tubes and collector tubes to be installed separately
as in Figure 5.7. If this is the case, all feeder tubes can be installed
at this time. If insufficient access exists to insert the tubes from
the ends of the tube end supports, then feeder and collector tubes mast
be installed together. Basically this involves placing the feeder tube
into the collector tube and lowering both into the space between the
manifold and tube end supports. The closed end of the collector tube
is extended through the tube end support and the feeder tube is
withdrawn slightly from the open end of the collector tube to allow
seating of the flared end into the grommet.
Proper tube and manifold alignment will be assured if the following
sequence of tube insertion is observed. This sequence is valid regard-
less of which method is used to place the feeder and collector tubes.
Tubes 1 and 2 of the first manifold in the row of modules should be
inserted and the support cup assemblies (SK-3048) put in place and made
finger tight fixing the space between the flat side of the manifold and
the end support channels at 41-1/2" - 41-5/8". (See Figure 5.2C for
details of tube numbering sequence.) Nuts on the support rod outboard
ends may have to be loosened. Tubes number 23 and 24 of the first
module should then be installed in the same manner followed by the four
tubes at the center of the manifold. By "playing" the adjusting screws
of the support cups against the support rod nuts, the proper 41-1/2" -
41-5/8" dimension can be fixed and the nuts on the support rods given a
final tightening. At no time should support cup adjusting screws be
more than finger tight
Remaining tubes in the first module can now be installed. Tubes
for other modules in the row should be installed in the same sequence.
It should be noted here that the optional shaped specular reflector
element (SK-2988) should be instalied as each tube is installed. Spring
clips (SK-2987) and the interlocking reflector tabs are much easier
to work with at this point.
2.6 External Piping To and From the Solar Collector
The piping connections to the
a bank. The top header,i.e., the
ing surface, is the outlet header.
collector may be made at either end of
pipe located furthest from the mount-
The bottom pipe is the inlet header.
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The connecting piping to each row of manifolds should be properly
supported to prevent undue stress on the collector system. Expansion
of external piping from the collector should be considered in this
area. The headers within the collector manifold are compensated for
expansion by the mechanical coupling. Support to the manifolds is not
designed to cover the stresses that may be introduced by the connecting
piping.
External piping may be joined to the manifold header pipes by a
soldered connection, but extreme caution should be exercised to prevent
damage to any of the soldered connections inside the manifold or the
manifold insulation. An electrical resistance soldering tool is
recommended, but a torch can be-used if heat shields are employed to
protect manifold insulation. A solder of 95% tin and 5% antimony is
recommended.
A preferred alternative is the connection of external piping using
the positive restraint coupling (SK-4253) as shown in Drawing ED-2.
This avoids all soldering and can also be used in conjunction with the
termination adaptor (SK-5319) for header pipe termination.
Vent valves near the inlet and outlet connections are recommended
for several purposes. These parts can be used as air vents when the
sys-.em is filled or drained. These valves may be manual or automatic
depending on desired operation conditions. In an emergency no flow
condition, the steam may be vented through these valves to protect the
system from undue thermal and pressure conditions.
The maximum recommended operating pressure of the solar collector
row is 30 psig. The recommended design is to provide for a pressure
relief valve of 30 psig or less in the outlet header line to vent the
collector in an emergency condition. It is absolutely essential that
no type of shutoff valve be located between the collector and the relief
valve. Such a valve could be accidentally closed and eliminate over-
pressure protection. The inlet of the collector should be maintained
below 30 psig and can be accomplished with a pressure regulator in the
system. Each pressure relief valve should be vented properly to
insure that steam and water are diverted safely. A pressure relief
valve should be provided to each row of manifolds. For multi-manifolded
rows, each row which can be isolated from the system must Nave a
safety relief valve.
2.7 Leak Detection
The collector row should be checked for leaks at the coupling
between modules and at the connecting piping. Next, the "0"-ring seal
area should be checked for leakage. Leak testing can be with either air
or water. Water is the preferred method and can be used by pressuriza-
tion of the system not to exceed 30 psig. In some systems or situations,
it may be desirable to use air to check for leaks. In these cases,
pressurization with low pressure air ('5 psi) and a soap solution is a
convenient way to find leaks before a system is water filled. The
collector should not be pressurized over 10 psi with air due to the
potential hazard of flying glass if a tube would be broken. Note that
air testing is not recommended during a bright,clear day. Evenings or
nights are suggested to reduce pressure-volume changes of air as it is
heated in a closed system.
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2.8 End Cap Attachment, Part SK-5153, Drawing ED-2
After leak testing, the insulating end caps can be cut as
necessary to make provision for the connecting piping. The caps
should fit as closely as possible to the piping to minimize heat
losses. The caps are held in place by the special fasteners
(SK-5407) which permit access to this location for system servicing.
B-14
2.9 SUNPAK
TM
 Test Module Package - Special Note
Purchasers of the two-module test array package will also
receive this Installation and Operation Manual,and should become
thoroughly familiar with all information presented even though the
test array is of small size. All installation procedures and modes of
operation are identical for large arrays and the small test array.
Some time might be saved, however, by taking note of the following
facts about the test array:
a. Depending on the nature of the mounting surface and
physical access, the entire array could be assembled
in the shop and carried to the final location.
b. Wherever assembly is done, use of reference chalklines is
still recommended, but the use of a taut steel wire is not
necessary in aligning the two manifolds (see Section 2.3).
c. Since both manifolds are the "ends" of a row, the spacing
between the mounting holes of the "Z" shaped mounting
spacers will be 46" for both modules (see Section 2.4).
d. If more convenient, external piping connections for the
inlet and outlet header pipes may be at the same end of the
two module array. Any flow m;.ldistribution should be
negligible for such a short array (see Section 1.4.3).
e. The mounting surface need not necessarily be constructed for
long term durability. Exterior grade plywood with a suitable
finish is acceptable (see Section 1.4.5).
f. Sire many test modules may be run without energy storage
facilities and without sophisticated control logic, it may
be advisable to make special provisions to drain the solar
loop when necessary due to severely cold weather. This must be
accomplished manually in the test module array by removing
the first inlet tube of each module (tube #1) and all the
even numbered tubes in the module (see Figure 5.2C for tube
enumbering sequence).
g. During periods of high insolation and no collector fluid
flow, the possibility of collector boilout can be easily
avoided by temporarily shading the test module wit!i a suitable
opaque cover. The collector modules need not be drained if
this step is taken.
h. The structural integrity of the mounting surface is equally
important for test modules and large sized arrays. Even
though the test installation may be temporary, the mounting
surface must be sound (see Sections 1.4.4-1.4.9).
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3.0 Recommended Operating Procedures
3.' Filling
The internal parts of the SUNPAK TM solar collector will
approach temperatures in excess of^00 o F while standing in
bright sunlight. While the SUNPAK collector has been con-
structed with low expansion glass, filling the collector during
midday portions of a bright day are not recommended. Filling
a collector in a bright sun could cause damage due to thermal
shock. Introduction of a fluid into a hot tube could also
result in the initial slug of fluid leaving the collector to
be a mixture of hot water and steam. The outlet from the
collector on initial fill should be properly vented. The
recommended procedure to avoid steam generation and potential
thermal shock of the equipment is to fill in the early morning
so that a high stagnation temperature is not reached. Filling
should not be attempted after 9:00 A.M., and is best carried
out less than one hour after sunrise.
The invidivual modules of a collector array are connected in
a parallel fluid flow pattern. The fluid flow rate during
filling must be sufficient to cause all modules in the array to
fill uniformly and to prevent two -phase flow in the feeder tubes
which could lead to air entrapment. Air entrapment can cause one
or more modules to cease flowing if the back pressure of the air
lock is greater than the pressure drop offered by neighboring
modules. Air locks may also be encountered when a partially
filled array is refilled or whenever air is introduced into a
filled array such as when the piping is drained for ronrairc : Tho
piping system should be designed to minimize the introtluction of
air into the array during normal operation.
Air entrapment during collector filling can be avoided
through the use of the following flow rate guidelines. For the
standard 8 mm feeder tubes, a minimum fill rate of 0.3 gpm/module
is recommended with optimum fill rates lying in the 0.4-0.5
gpm/module range. For the optional 11 mm feeder tubes, a mini-
mum fill rate of 0.6 gpm/module should be used with 0.7-0.8
gpm/module being optimum.
IMPORTANT
The boiling out of a collector as a means of emptying the
collector for shut-down is not recommended. Under extreme in-
solation conditions, the collector  could be damaged by thermal
shock.
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3.2 Operating Flow Rates
The operating flow rates recommended for the SUNPAKTM
collector module are a compromise between desired fluid tem-
perature gain, energy requirements of the load, adequate
flow distribution in the collector array, and fluid pumping
costs. For most applications, the standard 8 mm O.D. feeder
tubes provide adequate energy delivery with good fluid distri-
bution and acceptable pressure drops across the array. Some
load requirements, however, have demanded higher fluid flow
rates. Larger feeder tubes of 11 mm O.D. have been added
as an option to give higher flow rates at pressure drops across
the array which are comparable to the smaller, standard feeder
tubes at lower flow rates.
Figure 5.3 shows the pressure drop across a module as a
function of fluid flow rate for both 8 mm and 11 mm feeder
tubes. The flow characteristics of the collector are such
that a pressure drop of 5 psi or more across the array will
assure that distribution of flrw to all modules in the array is
uniform. As flow rates rise above the minimum needed for good
fluid distribution, collector residence time is shortened and
fluid temperature gain is reduced. It has been found that the
optimum compromise flow rates for the SUNPAK TM collector are
0.3 gpm/module for 8 mm feeder tubes and 0.6 gpm/module for
11 mm feeder tubes.
3.3 Freeze Protection
The very low loss coefficient of the SUNPAK TM collector
affords it excellent freeze protection. The collector will gain
enough energy on even the cloudiest days to prevent freezing of
the collector modules during daylight hours or through a below
freezing night. Piping to and from the collector modules is,
however, more vulnerable to freezing, especially under no-flow
conditions. The length of such external piping runs should be
minimized. It is recommended that all piping systems external to
the collector be properly insulated to avoid the problem of
freezing a line to the collector resulting in isolation of that
element.
Temperature monitoring of the collector fluid is suggested
and heat may be added at night to keep the solar loop from
freezing. Where below freezing temperatures are particularly
severe or prolonged, exposed piping to and from the array should
be electrically traced and insulated. Under conditions of no
fluid flow, it may be advisable to charge a sustained pulse of
fluid to the array at about 4-hour intervals. This pulse can be
drawn from storage and should be of sufficient duration to
totally displace all fluid contained in the tubes, manifolds, and
system piping (each module contains about 9 gallons of fluid).
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The collector's tubular design tends to shed snow easily.
Experience in Toledo has shown that even a nine-inch snow
storm did not cover the array. However, if an array should become
completely snow-covered such that no insolation could reach the
collector, there could be a danger of freezing the array. To
prevent this, the entire volume of water in the exposed solar
loop should be exchanged with warm water at least once a day.
IMPORTANT
3.4 Maintenance and Safety
Extreme caution should be exercised when performing main-
tenance on the collector. Accidental breakage of a tube in a
system operating under pressure at temperatures above 140 0 F
could result in serious burns to personnel. Tubes should not
be removed from an array during periods of bright sunlight if
there is a possibility that the module being serviced could be
air locked. This could lead to the release of pressurized
steam, even though the inlet and outlet headers may be at at-
mospheric pressure.
Care should be exercised in handling partially filled
tubes which may have reached elevated stagnation temperatures
in `he unfilled portion of the tube. Pouring water from the
tube could cause flashing of the water as it contacts the
high temperature region of the tube and in some cases this may
result in breakage of the tube.
Personnel handling the evacuated collector tubes should
wear gloves and safety glasses. This is standard procedure for
any routine glass handling work. Failure of a tube due to
rough handling results in an implosion and does not generate
a serious problem due to flying glass.
The collector support st.ucture should be designed to
prevent harm to people or property from falling glass or hot
heat transfer fluid in the event of failure of a glass tube or
other collector part. If corrosive or toxic heat transfer
fluids are used, provision should be made to conduct these fluids
to a safe area in the event of collector failure. Safety relief
valves protecting the collector against pressures greater than
30 psig should be vented to a safe area.
The collector tubes tend to be self cleaning in normal
rainfall. However, if extended dry periods or other abnormal con-
ditions cause an excessive covering of dirt on the collector,
occasional hosing off is recommended. If performance is being
measured with the aid of a pyranometer, the cover of the pyranometer
should be kept clean at all times.
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Under conditions of no fluid flow, high levels of insola-
tion on a filled collector can rapidly lead to a boilout condition
in the collector. The system should not be shut down for mainten-
ance during bright sunlight hours unless absolutely necessary. If
such a daylight shutdown is unavoidable, that portion of the
system requiring service should be isolated from the remainder of
the system and shut down. That portion of the system must then
be drained down or adequately shaded from insolation. It is better
to schedule no-flow types of maintenance for night hours or periods
of low insolation when no draining or shading is needed.
Recommended spare parts should include 2% extra collector and
feeder tubes. Required quantities of other expendable parts
(gaskets, seals, etc.) will vary with the installation and can be
recommended once the system characteristics are defined.
3.5 Monitoring Performance
Performance of the SUNPAK TM collector can be monitored by
comparing the useful energy being gained by the collector to the
insolation entering the plane of the collector. Consideration
must be given to the residence time of the collector when deter-
mining heat gained. For example, a module operating with a 0.3
gpm flow rate will have a 30 minute residence time. To calculate
the heat being gained, one would determine a AT by subtracting
an inlet temperature from the outlet temperature which occurs 30
minutes later. This residence time would, of course, be different
for other flow rates. Residence time can be estimated assuming
plug flow and a 9 gal/module fluid capacity.
3.6 Technical Assistance
If additional information is desired, please contact the
responsible manufacturer's Project Manager at the following address:
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.
Solar Energy Products Group
SUNPAKTM Program
P. 0. Box 1035
Toledo, OH 43666
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4.1	 TABLE I
SUNPAKTM PARTS LIST
Number
Required	 Part
Per Module
	 Number	 Part Identification
1 SK-5155-2 Standard Manifold (8 mm Feeder Tubes)
1 SK-5155-1 Optional Manifold (11 mm Feeder Tubes)
12 SK-4921-2 Standard Grommets (8 mm Feeder Tubes)
12 SK-4921-1 Optional Grommets (11 mm Feeder Tubes)
24 SK-4920-2 Standard Feeder Tubes (8 mm)
24 SK-4920-1 Optional Feeder Tubes (11 mm)
6 SK-2851 Support Rods
3 SK-2852 Manifold Center Brackets
2 SK-2848 Tube End Supports
4 SK-2870 Clips
2-4 SK-2875 Mounting Pads
2-4 SK-2880 Mounting Spacers
, ;-2 SK-2989 Shim Spacers
24 SK -3048 Support Cup Assemblies
24 SK -3092 Collector Tube Assemblies
2 SK -3047 Floating Tube Couplers
As Required SK-4253 Positive Restraint Tube Couplers
As Required SK-5319 Termination Adaptors
2 Per Junction SK-5419 Manifold Connector Covers
4 Per Junction SK-5407 Manifold Connector Cover Fasteners
1 Per End SK-5153 End Caps
2 Per End SK-5407 End Cap Fasteners
24 SK-2988 Optional	 Shaped Specular Reflectors
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4.2 TABLE II
SUGGESTED INSTALLATION TOOL LIST
1. "Holster"-type tool pouch
2. Carpenter's apron for small parts
3. 1/4" ratchet socket drive
4. 1/4" x 6" drive extension
5. 5/16" deep well socket (1/4" drive)
6. 5/16" nut driver
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ADDENDUM 1, WEATHER SEAL. (SK-5955)
1.0 Description
Figure A illustrates the weather seal (SK-5955) inserted over a SUNPAKTM
collector tube. The Bather seal is a black rubber gasket 3-1/2" in diameter
with an opening of t" that fits over the collector tube. When installed it
reduces the heat loss from the collector tube manifold connection.
1.1 Installation
The installation of the weather seal should be together with the feeder tube
(SK-49?0) and the collector tube (SK-3092) installation described in Section 2.5
of the SUNPAK TM
 Solar Collector Installation, Service, and Operating Manual.
The weather seal is placed over the collector tube
end prior to installinq the tube into the manifold. A
collector tube into the manifold and adjustment of the
(SK-3048), the weather seal may be located against the
rubber weather seal should be brought into contact with
it lies snugly on the cover (Figure C). The seal is no
manifold opening between the glass and manifold wall.
rubber weather seal will prevent most rain and snow fr
cup hole.
about 3-6" from the neck
fter insertion of the
support cup assembly
manifold cover. The
the manifold cover so that
'. to be forced into the
Proper installation of the
om entering the manifold
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APPENDIX C
CONTROL SYSTEM DRAWINGS, HONEYWELL
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TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
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MATSk T AL LIST
'^. Part No. Description
22 MP909B1007 Motor
9 LP915A1044 Sensor
9 L480G1044 Freezestat
9 RP417A1041 E.P.	 Relay
9 TP971C1009 Thermostat
9 14002132-201 Cover
9 15753253-003 Ring
Assembled Valves consisting of:
4 V5013A1021 Valve
4 MP953C1026 Operator
4 V5013A1039 Valve
4 MP953C1026 Operator
6 V5013A1054 Valve
6 MP953C1026 Operator
9 Special Panels consisting of:
1 RP908A1062 Controller
3 RP971A1007 Relay
1 RP670A1001 Relay
1 SP970A1003 Min. Switch
1 RP417B1007 E.P. Relay
1 P658A1007 P.E. Relay
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eSEQUENCE OF OPERATION
Solar Enery Control System
When the solar collector discharge temperature is higher than the storage tank, solar hot ;
PUMPS "A" 6 ":." run for a minimum of 1i hour and continue to run as long as the collec ii
than the tank. Pumps ". " and "b" also run continuously if sensor T1 in the collector discl
fails. If the outside air temperature drops below 400 , pumps "A" and "b" cycle on for k W
every four hours. Anytime the collector discharge temperature drops to 40 0 , pumps "A" and
run until the discharge reaches 60 . When pumps "A" and "b" run, valve V4 positions for fl
to the storage tank.
If the collector discharge temperature exceeds 2300 , pump "E" Sid the cooling tower fans n
and valve V5 is put under control of sensor T5 to maintain 210 until the collector dischat
temperature drops to 2200 . When pump "E" is off, valve V5 bypasses the purge converter.
If the collector discharge temperaturc drops below 38 0 , or sensor T1 fails or the leak
detector senses flow in the make -up line, a bell in the panel and a remote bell in
Aquinas Hall rings until the condition is corrected.
Boiler Operation When outside air temperature is below 65 0 , hot water pumps 1 6 2 run.
Valve V2 position; to bypass the storage tank anytime sensor T3 is warmer than the storage
tank. Valve VI is positioned -- _cording to the reset schedule shown.
Chilled Water I tem During the occupied cycle when the outside temperature is above 550
pump "C' reruns When the storage tank water temperature exceeds 260 0 , the Absorption
machine and condenses pump "E" and the cooling tower fan runs and valve 11 is allowed to
modulate under control of tt ier4
 below	
troller of the absorption mach ine . until the tank
AHl- thru 9 (Sheet 4) 	 7t^"
The supply fan runs continuously during the "occupied" mode and cycles to maintain
the lover night setting of the thermostat in the "unoccupied" mode. When the
specified lighting circuit for the unit is energizad. the unit is automatically put in
the "occupied" operation.
The space thermostat modulates the mixing dampers. the heating coil valve. and the
cooling coil valve in sequence to maintain its setting. The mixing dampers can
be overridden by the mixed air low limit. The Central Economizer signal closes
the outside damper to minimum position when the outside temperature exceeds 680.
If the freezestat eenses heating coil discharge temperature of 350or 'less, the fan
stops and the outside damper closes. The freezestat must be manually reset.
Sequence of operation - Heat Wheel - PhotoLab Area (Sheet 6)
The photo area unit supply b exhaust fans run during the 'occupied" cycle to supply
the duct coils.
The space thermostats modulate the heating coil 6 cooling coil valves in sequence to
maintain their setting. The thermostat with the greatest demand for cooling is allowed
to control the speed of the heat wheel when the outside air is cooler than the return
air temperature. When the outside temperature is above that of the return air, the
eat wheel runs at maximim Reed. WhM the wheel is at min. speed b escess heat transfer
rseuins, t]ie_ whs»i"stWfl.
During "unoccupied" cycle the fans are off and the outside damper closes. If the space
temperature falls below the setpoint of the night thermostat, the fans run with the
outside damper closed and the bypass deeper open. If the designated lighting circuit
is energized, the system is put in "occupied" operation.
^Cooliq& Tower Control
NW
The tower fan is interlocked with the cordensor water pumps, and rues in low speed when
M, coedensor water temperature rises above 75 0
 and goes to high speed any time the
condenlor water temperature reaches 600.
^acwnacn
awnwus:
eanmAeiea.
C'Il MATERIAL LIST
QtZ Part tkmber Description
2 C71331005 Sensor
raga tank, solar hot water 2 171371006 Sensor
ng as the collec — r is hotter 1 1213717 Va il
V
e
il
in the collector discharge 1 Well
"B" cycle on for % hour. 3
12254A
Sensor
to 400 , pimps "A" and " . 3 315046I0323150468 Well
ve V4 positions fcr !low 1 3191471011 Sensor
1 311685-00107 Shield
I SCSOSCIO24 Dell
cooling cover fans run 1 HAM74D Plow Switch
1 the collector discharge 1 MAWS6	 3/4" Plow Switch
the purge converter. 2 M &K Thet>locoupls
fails or the leak Panel TCP-1 consisting of:
remote bell in
5 RP417B1007 E.P. Relay
2 15750097-001 Y.E. Relay
r pumps 1 6 2 run. 1 15750097-002 P.E. Relay
rmpr than the storage 2 RP90BA1021 Controller
1 RP90831029 Controller
2 5%13ZEM Tine Delay
statute is above 550 1 BM132W lee Delay
. the absorption 3 RA222D100S Relay
lve /l is allowed to 3 R1C MICRO Delay
chine.uM it tbs tankA 3 E7412A1004 Diff. Control
1 AV301CS120 Dial-A-PAC
• to maintain 1 AV311CRIDO Dial-A-PAC
When the
—to"t theW ly put In 1 AV51US100 Dial-A-PAC 6 165364DIA Pilot Light
1 SCSOBC1024 sell
Cause
lve. and the S
38040700
dampers
 can
I close$ 1 303929
sceads 680. 1 S659E1049 Timms Clock
hless, the fan 1 VPS19M% Valve
Y reset. 1 RP47LA1002 Air Relay
1 NRNR04200RBE PRV
Assembled Valves consisting of:
'cycle to supply
1 V5013E1003 Valve
1 M7953CIO83 Operator
s in sequence to
cooling is allowed 2 V3013BI037 Valve
r than the return 2 MP953C1489 Operator
return air, the
*as heat transfer is 1 V5013BI003 Valve1 1"53C1075 Operator
Ms.	 If the space
run with the 1 V501331037 valve
lighting circuit 1 n MP953C1489 Operator
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3 LP914AI003 Sensor
2 MP909Bl700 Motor
1 1P913A1008 Load Analyser
1 RP417AI041 E.P. Relay
7 TP970A1004 Thermostat
7 14002132-101 Cover
Assembled valves consisting of:
c
3 VSOIIA1098 Valve
3 MP933C1000 Operator
3	 ' V501LA1064 Valve
3 MP953C1000 operator
1 V5011AI155 Valve
1 MP953C1107 Operator
2 V501IA1098 Valve
2 M"53C1107 Operator
3 V501LA1064 valve
3 MP953C1107 Operator
Special Panel consisting of-
1 RP90BA1062 Controller
1 RP471AI002 Relay
1 RP471B1001 Relay
3 P65BB1012 P.E. Relay
1 RP417B1007 E.P. Relay
1 305965 Gauge
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SzW1W:R OF OPERATION
Unit Ventilat .Control During the "occupied" cycle, the
fan rune continuous y and the apace thermostat operates at
its "day" setting. The outside and return dampers, the heat-
ing coil valve and the cooling coil valve are modulated in
sequence to maintain the thermostat setting.
When the outside air temperature is above E go , the outside
damper closes to minimum position. In the "unoccupied" coeds,C
the fan is eorrlly off but can be cycled on with the outside
damper closed and the hosting coil valve open anytime the
space temperature drops to the "night" setting of thermostat.
The unit will operate in "occupied" mode anytime the respecti
lighting circuit is energised.
Occupied - Unocc ied Control The time clock is programmed
to cycle the air hand ing units, the unit ventilators and the
phocoL&b system from "occupied" to "unoccupied" mode stwn
switch S1 is in the "auto" position. S1 can be sianually
positioned to put all the units continuously in "occupied" or
"unoccupied" operation.
MATERIAL LIST
Qom. Part No. Description
1 MP24106P2COD CoMremsor
1 AK3485 E Trap
1 HKN$0105 Dryer
1 P902A1003 P.R.V.
14 RP417AI009 E.P. Relay p
14 P639AI007 P.E. Relay
14 RP670B1017 Relay
14 LP907A1044 Low Limit
14 IAWC1044 Praysestat
14 MP516C1000 Damper Motor
14 TP971A1003 Thermostat
14 14002132-201 cover
1 VP512Al213 Valve i
10 VP512AIGU
1 VP512Al27O
2 VP512A1726
1 VP51331053
Assembled Valves consist ng of:
4 V5011ALUVO velve
N
4 MP953DI107 Operator
10 V501IA1155 Valve
I
10 MP953D1107 Operator
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SEQUENCE OT OPERATION
Unit Nater Control When hot water is available as determined by the
aquaotat, the apse* : narmostat cycles the unit heater fan to maintain
its getting.
e
Variable Volume box Control when the supply air to the V.V. box is above
72 the space thermostat operates reverse acting to open the box damper
on a dro% in space temperature. Anytime the supply air temperature is
below 72 , the space thermostat opens the box damper on a rise in tempera-
CWA	
ture.
vVLS	
Electric Reheat Coil The apace thermostat energises the stages of electric
heat in sequence on a fall in apace temperature. The reheat coil for
C ws	 Room 118 is -operated by the variable volume box thermostat for that room
ir	
when it is i., the heating mods and is locked out.
f^ I 	 boiler Room Intake Control The intake fan is cycled on by the thermostat
for	 anytime the apse * temperature riots above the thermostat setting. The
'
)t•IOl	 intake damper opens whenever the intake fan run g , the boiler operates,*►
^mthe generator runs.
MATERIAL LIST
QtYi 	 Part No _ 	Description
Unit Heaters
	
14	 T6051A1016	 Thermostat
	
14	 L6076B1023	 Aquastat
CoeuNa OftVr SI AW ev
V""A,tlC	 4W 2.!
3
boxes
	
	 TP970A1004	 Thermostat
vOPsttl„o!b	 f/^ t•	 3	 AR3996	 Bracket
V501JJrMcU 	J^ `y	 3	 RP471A1002	 Relay
	
4	 IP972A1002	 Themostat
v , 10	 4	 14002132-101	 Coverw/r suo,e	 ^^
VPTNAAIiao'
	 Electric Reheat Coils
vrs-tsw,oeo	 W as	 2	 TP970B1002	 Thermostat
^^er^^	 +	 2	 14002132-101	 Cover
	1 	 RP670AI019	 Relay
Boiler Room Intake
	
LTXOL1
	
D042	 Deeper
N	 —	 1	 MP909B1395	 Motor
	
1	 T605IA1016	 Thermostat
	
3	 RP417A1009	 E.P. Relay
Pan Coils
	
11	 TP970AI004	 Thermostat
	
.11	 1'.00213:'-101	 Cover
	
7	 VP526A1094	 Valve
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FOREWORD
This manual provides information for the operation of a computer based
data acquisition and reduction system. This system was developed under contract
to Columbus Technical Institute, Columbus, Ohio, 43215. The cognizant
administrative and procurement contact at Columbus Technical Institute was
Mr. Russell W. Jordan, Administrative Assistant to the President. Technical
direction for this system was provided by Mr. Dick Pearson and Mr. Rick Pavlak
of Heapy and Associates, Dayton, Ohio, 45402. Development and assembly of
the system at REMTECH was under the direction of Mr. Jim Levie and Mr. Gene Fuller.
D-3
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Section 1.0
INTRODUCTION
This document provides all the information needed to understand and inter-
face w it h the microprocessor based data acquisition and reduction system. The
i	 system is referred to as the SOAR which stands for Solar Data Acquisition and
Reduction. This name is descriptive of both the application and the function
of the system.
A schematiL of the system arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The system is
built around a Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) LSI41112 general purpose 16 bit
microcomputer processor module. With the use of this CPU, the system requires
no operator intervention or programming on power up.
	 The added computational
power and speed which results from the extended instruction set found in 16 bit
machines allow 32 bit floating point single precision calculations and English
language commands for system manipulations. The system will interrogate up to
32 signal ended analog inputs at programed intervals, convert the voltage
measured to engineering units, calculate heat flows through the system, display
the results on a video monitor, and log system parameters on a cassette tape.
The system has been installed and programmed to provide performance data on the
solar system installed on the administrative building at Columbus Technical
Institute. The solar system consists of 4,000 ft 2 of evacuated tube collectors
designed to provide 10% of the building's heating and 35% of the building's
cooling (absorption in series with electric chiller).
The SOAR will provide continuous unattended operation and performance of
its programmed tasks. Access to the system is available either by the display
lobby terminal or by terminal access via telephone line modem.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of Site Data Acquisition and Reduction (SDAR) System for
Columbus Technical Institute (CTI)
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The remaining sections provide more detailed descriptions of the hardware
and software, along with specific step-by-step instructions for data retrieval
and other allowable system operational inquiries and changes.
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Section 2.0
SCOPE OF WORK
The SDAR system was designed, constructed, and programmed to provide
Columbus Technical Institute with an instrumentation package for solar energy
heitin a and cooling that performs the following functions:
1. System allows for at least 32 analog inputs to measure
temperature and flow rates as shown in Heapy and Associates
drawing SM - 1 and 2 for the Solar Monitoring System for Columbus
Technical Institute.
2. System uses information collected to calculate and return energy
data in engineering units (BTU, °F, etc.).
3. System records information on a magnetic tape recorder.
4. System is accessible by remote telecommunication device
(Hard Printer Terminal) thru a telephone modem.
5. System has an information display that changes to display the
last recording periods' information.
6. System provides as a minimum the following information:
(a) BTU ' s available
(b) BUT's used for cooling
(c) BUT's of cooling by each chiller
(d) BTU's used for heating
(e) BTU's of heating by boiler
(f) BTU's put in storage
(g) Total BTU's used or stored
In addition, other information is provided as may be derived
from the points monitored.
D-8
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Section 3.0
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
The SOAR consists of (See Fig. 1)
DEC LSI 1112 16 bit processor
32KBytes of semiconductor read/write memory
32KBytes of semiconductor read only memory
32 differential analog inputs
RS232 port for video monitor, cassette logger and modem control
Non-volatile system clock
Lobby display terminal
Signal conditioning and junction enclosure
The SDAR is mounted within a NEM4 1 enclosure and requires normal 110 VAC
power. •A companion NEMA 1 enclosure junction box is used to terminate all input
channels and to provide transducer power and signal conditioning for turbine
flow meters. Figure 2 provides photographs of the completed hardware.
The video display monitor is a standard 24 line by 80 column CRT. It
allows system parameters to be displayed, and if desired, may be used to interact
with the SOAR in the same manner a c a remote terminal. A 300 baud modem with
remote dial-up capability is provided to allow access to the SOAR from a remote
terminal. This modem does not require special telephone lines. Also provided
is a cassette data storage medium (Digital Equipment Corp. TU-58) allowing off-
line storage of 145,000 ASCII characters or 29,000 data records.
The analog to digital system used in the SOAR can accommodate up to ± 30V of
common mode noise. The system clock is nonvolatile and will run on its internal
rechargable battery for a minimum of 30 days before loosing its data. No
battery back up is required for the SOAR in this installation. If power failure
0-9
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Fig. 2	 Physical Appearances of SOAR Enclosures and Terminal.
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should occur, the SDAR will automatically reboot and reluad, and continue its
programmed tasks when power is restored. This is accomplished without operator
intz venison.
I
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Section 4.0
SYSTEM SOFTWARE
DescrlpVons are provided here of the general software arrangement and
the specific software which provides access to the system operation. Step by
step descriptions are provided to allow an operator the ability to easily and
successfully interface with the system.
4.1 General Descriptions
All application software is contained on a 15K word PROM/BOOTSTRAP board.
The software wasdeveloped on REMTECH's PDFlIV03 minicomputer using high level
languages (FORTRAN. MACRO-11) and loaded into PROM (Programable Read Only Memory).
This allows the applications software to be tailored to the user's needs in a
cost effective manner and allows a wide range of SDAR options to be implemented
initially or at a later data. Some of the optional functions available include:
Dual Disc Drive with RT11 Operating System
Additional Analog Inputs
Digital or Analog Control Signals
Control Alarms anJ System Status Indicators
Graphics Display Systems
Hardcopy Plots
Hardcopy Printouts
Standard 9 Track Tape for Data Storage
These options are not included in the configuration provided since the specifi-
cations did not require these options.
D-:?
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Since the software is contained in ROM (Read Only Memory) the system will,
following power up, automatically conduct processor and memory diagnostics,
load, and begin execution of the program. When the program is loaded, a set
of default values are also loaded which specify the channels and constants to
be used for calculation of system heat flows and temperatures, the data channels
to be monitored and the sampling frequency (normally 1 minute). These defaults
can be changed by an operator at any time through the modem interface or the
lobby terminal.
An operator can, via a remote terminal or the lobby terminal, call the
SOAR and perfoom certain program manipulations. When called, the SOAR ack-
nowledges the call and requests a password. When the correct password has been
received, a menu of tasks is presented. By choosing tasks from the menu the
operator can make changes in the SOAR's operations, such as; changing the
constants used in heat flow calculations, resetting the date and time kept
by the system clock, changing the recordi ►in interval, or dumping the data from
the datr. cassette to the remote or lobby terminal. By implementing these
programming tasks under SOAR control as a menu, the necessity for highly
trained operators is eliminated and the possibility of operator induced mal-
function is eliminated. This is unlike other systems which must he programmed
before use and are thee, by subject to time consuming and ^ostly program develop-
ment and debugging procedures with possible operator induced program failure.
Since all dialog between the operator and the SOAR is in an English language
form, the possibilities for error are further reduced. In addition, the SOAR
software conducts extensive checks to determine the validity of 'a.e operator
commands and to ; nsure that any numerical input data is within a reasonable
range.
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4.2 Specific Software and System Operation
As presently configured, the SDAR will scan and convert to engineering
units the 23 channels of data listed in Table 1. Using this data,along with
the input system constants of Table 2, calculations of the system performance
parameters listed in Table 3 are also performed. These scanning and calculating
functions are performed at one minute intervals. The selected information
shown in Fig. 3 is updated each minute with the new scan calculations and
displayed to the lobby terminal,in order to inform the public on a real-time
basis of the solar system's operational status and energy and monetary savings.
As far as possible, the performance calculations and system nomenclature in
Tables 1 - 3 have been made in accordance with the standards used by the National
Solar Data Network as defined by the National Bureau of Standards Report,
76-1137, "Thermal Performance Evaluation Procedures for the National Solar
Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program." This allows for easier data
comparisons with other systems.
A user selected recording interval of from 1 to 59 minutes, instructs the
SDAR to record to tape a date/time group, each of the 23 channel calculations,
and the 19 system performance calculations at the selected recording interval.
At the end of each 24 hour period a record summarizing the system's performance
for that period is written to the system tape for use by the lobby display
module.
Periodically, the SDAR will poll both the lobby display terminal and the
remote terminal connection to determine if access is required to the system.
When an active terminal is detected the SDAR will issue a password request.
The lobby display CRT is considered active when the "ONLINE/OFF LINE" switch is
D-14
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Table 1
INPUT CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS
(September 1979)
Channel Sensor Variable Function
1 11 I001 Incident solar energy
2 T15 T001 Outdoor air temperature
3 T6 T100 Collector inlet/Absorbtion chiller outlet
4 T1 T101 Collector outlet/Purge inlet
5 T12 T102 Purge outlet
6 P1 S100 Collector pump status
7 T2 T200 Storage tank temperature
8 T7 T400 Storage outlet/Boiler inlet
9 T3 T401 Heating loop return
10 T8 1402 Boiler outlet
11 T4 T403 Heating loop supply
12 R2 S400 Heating loop pump status
1	 13 R3 S401 Boiler status
14 FM1 W400 Heating loop flow rate
15 Tll T500 Absorbtion chiller inlet
16 T14 I	 T501 Cooling loop return/,Absorbtion chiller
load	 inlet
17 T9 T502 Absorbtion chiller load outlet/Electric
chiller	 inlet
18 T10 T503 Cooling loop supply/Electric chiller load
outlet
19 T13 T504 (	 Cooling tower	 inlet
20 T5 T506 Cooling tower outlet
21 R4 S500 Cooling loop pump status
22 R5 S505 Absorbtion chiller status
23 R6 S506 Electric chiller status
L-15
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Table 2
REQUIRED SOLAR SYSTEM CONSTANTS*
AREA - Collector area -(3501.2 sq. ft.)
WOO - Collector loop flow rate -(60 GPM)
EP101 - Collector pump operating energy -(11.5 KW)
W400 - Flowmeter conversion data -(1 pulse/10 gal 350 max - 100 min)
EP400 - Heating loop pump operating energy -(31 KW)
W500 - Cooling loop flow rate -(300 GPM)
EP500 - Cooling loop pump operating energy -05.5 KW)
EP504 - Cooling tower operating energy used by absorption chiller -(3.46 KW)
EP505 - Absorption chiller operating energy -(3.8KW)
W505 - Absorption chiller load flow rate -(1606 GMP)
W506 --Electric chiller load flow rate - (3006 GPM)
HTCOST - Cost per Btu of conventional heating-($1.49/1 x 106BTU)
CLCOST - Cost per But of conventional cooling-($2.00/1 x 106 BTU)
MINIM - Insolation required for useful solar collection -(20 BTU/sq.ft.)
* Data in ( ) are the constants in program supplied on September 1979.
These constants may be changed by the use of Task 4 in the SDAR System
Task List.
D-16
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Table 3
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
Solar energy available: Q001=1I001•AREA•dt
Solar energy collected: Q100=/ (T1O1-T100)-W100-SIOO.dt
Solar energy purged: Q101 
J	
(T101-T102)•WlOO.dt
Solar collector operating energy: Q102=fEP101•S100•dt
Collector efficiency: N100=(Q100/Q001)
Solar energy to storage: Q200=Q100-Q101-Q500
Solar energy to heating load: Q400=Q402-Q401
Auxiliary energy to heating load: Q401=f(T402-T400)•WlOO.S401•dt
Heating load: Q402 f(T4O3-T4Ol)-W4OO-S400-dt
Solar heating loop operating energy: Q403fEP400•(S40O-S4Ol)-dt
Solar energy to absorption chiller: Q500=f(T500-T100)•W100•S505-dt
Cooling	 loac:
I
Q502=f(T501-T503)-W500•S500-dt
_
Absorption chiller operating energy: Q503=f(EP500+EP504-*EP505)•S505•dt
Absorption chiller load:
Electric chiller load:
Q505 f(T5Ol-T5O2)-W5O5•S5O5-dt
Q5C6=1(T502-T5O3)-W506.5506-dt
Absorption chiller coefficient
of performance:
ri5O0=Q505/(Q503+Q102)
Energy saved: Q606=Q400+Q500-Q102-Q403-Q503
Dollars	 saved: 0606= (Q400-Q403-(Q102•Q400)/(Q400+Q500) •HTCOST+
(Q500-Q503-(Q102 • Q500)/(Q400+Q500) -CLCOST
Hours of useful	 solar energy: 0.0	 if	 I001<MININ
5001=	 1.0
	
if I001>MININ
H001 =fS001 dt
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in the "OR LIME" position. The modem and telephone line interface becomes
active if the modem has been called. The call will prompt the modem to indicate
to the SOAR that the remote terminal line has become active. When either of these
terminals become active, '6he SOAR will respond with a password request. If
the correct password is not received by the lobby terminal or modem terminal
within 30 seconds, the SOAR resumes its normal mode of scanning channels, per-
forms calculations, etc.
There are two possibilities with this access procedure that can cause
difficulties with the SOAR opera ion. The first possibility is that the switch
on the lobby terminal is turned to"on line" position accidently or remains in
the"on line" position for an extended period. If this occurs, the SOAR will
continue to display and update information to the terminal, however, the keyboard
will be "live," and therefore characters can be typed to the display, thus,
scrambling the display. This scrambled display does not affect the SDAR's
assigned software operations. However, with the terminal switch in the "on line"
position, the modem/remote terminal will be unable to call the unit. The obvious
remedy for this problem is to turn the "on line" switch off.
Another system difficulty can occur if the SOAR is called by the remote/
terminal and access is obtained but not rturned to the SOAR data collection
grogram. In this case, the SDAR has essentially become non-functioning in that
the data collection routine is not being performed. As defined below, the method
for correcting this problem is to envoke Task 6 of the System Task List which
allows for return of the program to data collection.
As indicated above, when an active terminal-is detected by the SOAP,
password request is issued to the terminal user. A valid password must be keyed
in by the terminal user within 30 seconds. If the password is not received by
1
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the SDAR it will return to its normal data acqu i sition mode and will not acknow-
ledge the terminal again until it has been off line for at least one ninute.
The user should recall the system by telephone modem after one minute or reset
the "on line" switch in order to obtain a new opportunity to enter a password.
The systeir password which allows access to the system task list is
SDARMANGR
which stands for Solar Data Acquisition and Reduction Manager.
After the above password has been received the SDAR will print the SYSTEM
TASK LIST at the terminal and wait for the operator's response. Examples of
the implementation of each task are provided on the following pages. The
examples - illustrate the messages which an operator will see displayed when
implementating each task. The symbol ">" on the display indicates that the SDAR
is waiting for an acceptable response from the operator before it proceeds.
NOTE:
While the SDAR is performing operations in the system task
list, none of the programmed system data acquisition and
computation functions will be performed. For this reason,
the historical compu6*ations will be inaccurate, if the use
of the system task lists are utilized for large periods of
time. To minimize these inaccuracies it -is recommended that
access to the Task List be made during periods when there is
minimum solar and/or total HVAC system activity.
TASK 1 - D".TA TAPE CHANGE
;:_N f "k F'ASaW01t:U .. tilrrtltliAi^:Gli i rtat!? 	 t1're Pa — sword t4A A A r,ut be Printed)
VA1. T 1r F ASSWURI, RECD I Vt.11 - WA O
SLUAR SYSTEM TA%iK LiS-1
1 Vat-:r 'Crtr-e Change
2 R-eai fine Data Li,yt
3 List RecQrdud VzGa
11 	 Chan ge tr-3ni:<-t. t: nt%
b F:Ntijrn f r; J.rF4a Goi.te Lion 11"rogram
!? : =110 `tad{
L:r^Ler th.' task rn^^t-ter to be vx.ecui eri >i
DA rn I APt [:HANbL--
Drive 41 *ri::,e LIiar!,:.e - Are^-vio svT-e?(Y /K) >Y
P'vk dY r o r tzr•e chzi—oJe	 •C.4pe "t" •
 when done. *--F
NOTES: Ta
1.
=	 Z.
3.
4.
sk 1
Drive 41 is the right nand drive unit when facing the SDAR.
Only the data tape in Drive #1 should be replaced.
The system program tape in Drive #0 should not be removed
unless authorized by cognizant personnel.
See Section 5.1 for further explanation.
r	 _ €>
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TASK 2 - REAL -TIME DATA LIST
2 AUO 79	 22t29
SCAR SYSTEM TASK LIST
1 Data Tate Change
2 Real Time Data List
3 List Recorded Data
4 4hanVe i:onst.Ants^
5 Reset System Clock
6 "eturn To Vata Collection Program
rater the task number to be executed >2
EAL TIME DAIA LIST-
nter the number of scans to be listed >2
2 AUG 9	 22:288036
	
Scan number- 1
001/CH01	 V401/CH02 T100/CH03 'f1011CHUa T102/CH05 5100/CH06 T200/CH07
296.58tu/saFt/Hr	 890 6 F	 91.8 F	 155.3 F	 123.7 F
	 3.0 S	 100.2 F
400/CHOH T401/t:H(19 T402/CH10 T403/CH11 S400/*112 8401/CH13 W400/CH14
5.4.2E 93.1E 122. 9F 122.9E	 0.05	 000 
	 040OPM
SWCHIS T501/CH16 'f ;02/CH17 TbU3/CHIB T:jt)4/t.'H19 1506/CH20 9500/CH21 S505/CH22
OF	 94.2F	 94.1 F	 613.2E	 9601 F	 81.6F	 1.0S	 049
"06/CH23
1.0 S
E 2 AUD 79	 22528:54	 Scan number-- 2
001/CHUi	 fUUi/CH02 '11001CHU3 'f1U1/C:siO4 '1102/CHOb 8100/CH06 1200lCH07
2?6.4Btu/saF t/Hr	 59.6 F	 91.8 F 155*3 F 123.7 F
	 1.0 8	 100.2 F
400/CHOB '(401/CHOV T402/CH10 Y403/0111 5400/CH12 8401/CH13 W400/CH14
`i4.1 F	 93.2 F	 122 o 9 F	 123.0 F	 040 5	 0$0 S	 000 8HM
3UU/CHt5 *r5ol/CH16 T502/CH17 T503/CH19 'fS( 1 4/CH19 'i ;014CH20 8500/CH21 8505/CH22
2200   F	 94.0E	 94.1 F	 68 * 2 F	 9601 F	 8101+ F	 160 8	 000 8
`.;06/CH23
1.0 S
COTES: Task 2:
1. Be careful in selecting the number of real time data
scans desired. Since the SDAR data exchange rate is
at 300 Baud, the exchange and printout of data can
take longer than expected. Once the display of re-
quested data has started it can not be stopped until
completed.
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TASK
:2 AU6 lY	 22:25)
0AN SYSTEM TASK L15'I
i Data 'rare Change
2 Real 'rime Oat•a List
3 List Recorded Data
4 Change Constants
5 Reset 84-stem Clock
6 Return To Data Lollec
rater the task number to be execu
ECURVED DATA L181-
are starting
 Date/'rime	 2 AUU
arty ending
 Date/"rime	 2 AUU IT
ist data from this tare'?(Y/N) >Y
;--itar starting
 Date(DD-WIM-M >02-AU(4-79
AIT
rater ending Dste ( PV-MMM--YY) >02-AUO- ?Y
AYT
2 AUG 79	 166.06 U0	 Scari number-- 1
/CH01	 T001/CH02 'r100/t;H0:5 'r101/CH04 T102/010 05 9100/GH06 "f1UU/t'•HU^
	
: * OPtu/saFt /Hr	 IS, 903 F"	 97.5 F	 123.3 F	 12305 F	 000 S
	
VV 05 F
400/CH08 T401/CH09 T402/0410 T403/0111 S400/CH1 8401/0413 W400/CN14
'i31Y F'	 92 1Y 	 1:'1147F	 122.5 F'	 0.0 3 	 0.05
	 000 GPM
600 /CH15 T5V1/CH16 f ° (j2 /t'Hi7 T5o:i/(:Hw (':°•04/(1119 Tt)06/C:H20 9wU/cH21 Sw5/CH22
:x.N F	 Y309 F	 Y4,0 F
	 6709 F	 YFP*V F	 81.4 F	 0 * 0 S	 0.0 S
570,5/CH23
0.0 S
iY I luTvU
001-1'tu W-00-ptu
0.OUL-0 1 V . VU! -01
.100-Btli 0401--Ht+j
Q.V0E-01 t;.UOF:-01
500-Btu 0502-D':1i
•J000 -U1 0000E-01
't. 04---Ntla
	
0606--$
1.00E-01
	
U 0 00
0101-}tr,1)
-S 0 j5f.+V:?
14402-}.tu
O.QQF-01
U503-utu
U00Uk-V1
H001-Hr
0000
(4102-Eit.0
0,00L-01
0403-Ptu
U . OW-0t
(605-btu
O.00E-01
	N -%	 0200-Stu
	
0000	 S#JSE402
0506-stu N500-%
0+00k-01	 {11)00
(HUGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALM
0-23
TASK
s AUG Iii	 22:30
SUAR Mil EM TASK L!SI
1 Pate Tawe Chan:gw
2 keel •i ime Data) t.i st
3 List hero; ded Data
4 Change Constants
5 Reset Swstem Clock
b Return To Dane Collection Protirje
nter the took number to be executed >3
ECURVEU DATA L Y SI -
ape starting
 Lute /Txmp
	2 AU0 79
	 18*00b:00
ape ending Date/ time	 :' AUG 79	 19i10ist data from this tope'f(Y/N) -N
ATA TAPE CHANGE--
i• ive #1 •fare Change - Are wou sure •?tY/Al: , ; Y
eadw for tape chat se - T %4pe • f • when done,>1
AYT
ape startin4 L1ate/ t ime
	 1 AUU79
	 18: uS
ape endir+"• P ulte/Time	 1 AUG 7S	 94*iu
=st ua4a fro-/ this ta pe? (Y/N) >Y
rotor sta;rti.ta Date(DO-MMM- YY) >1-AU0*-7Y
n % id Date - Exam-le; 2+1--JUN -•i5'
''+ter starting L)a• te(W)- •1'hN-Y I0 >0 -AUU-;9
AIT
rotor ending VatetDLI - f1MM-YY) ~• vi-AU - 7'`,'
taT•f
NOTE: This sequence illus-
trates the insertion of a
previously recorded data
tape for extraction of
data for system analysis.
1 AU0 7Y	 1 0,405 0600	 scan number- i
001/CHU=	 001/LM2 TivU /01(; 3 1101i):H04 T102/t:H05 :31 ()()/CH06 T2001i::I07
U.0?tu/sata t /H r 	 :3 F	 A.In.a F	 0#0 tt	 'r'y..0 F
400 /CHUt3 T4011(:H()`,' 't'40 2/CH1() 'C 1US/uFi1 l 4SV)V: CH12 S4<:)1/1:HI3 W,#014/'CH14
93 * 9 F	 (?2s V t	 122 e 07 +: 	 5 F	 oto 4	 U•U S	 0.o G`M
:;00/CH1:; T50:/C,'116 T U_/C'H1/ T50.4/Cti1S Tt"Q4/i:Nl'? f:OAWC'H20 8`500/CH21 ISSO 1CH22
:' 1 18 M	 Y3*Y H	 94.0 F	 6741V F	 V540 F•	 N1.4 F	 0.0 S	 900 S
`06/C;H 3
V.0 S
` l -etu U00-^-t+j 0101 - tltij 44102-Stoi NIVU--`/.-	 t^:.'t►u - lit.+_►
a.UUk-U1 t).^JUir -U1 --3•S:,t^^•U2 V.uV^-UI	 cU.0	 :3:StEf++^
t
)00- • Btu U401-t) W 0402- b Lu 04W-Ht+^
+ E -V1	 + .0<JF.-U1 0.00 4•'-Q1 0-WE--01
i(1U-etu JbU2-Ntu t 503-- )tu (4505- • t.6j U"., !6-Ftu N500-%
) * 00E-01 0 .00k-01	 ;).uVF:--	 t).UUk-',	 tI.VG -01	 tic+.^)
D-24
TASK 3 - CONT.
t 646-Vtu D606-$
	
H001-fir
06'10E-01,	09VO	 0.00
Do not forget to reinstall the currant data tape
ROTES: Task 3
1. Be careful in selecting the number of real time data scans
desired. Since the WAR data exchange rate is at 300 gaud,
the exchange and printout of data can take longer than ex-
pected. Once the display of rested data has started it
can not be stopped until completed.
2. Descriptions of the parameters and channels are provided
in Tables 1-3.
D•25
2 AUG VV
	 2+136
SDAK 3YSTLM TASK LIST
1 Data Tare Chanute
2 Meal Time Onto list
3 list Recorded Data
4 Chance Constants
S Reset Swftem Clock
b Return To Data Collection Program
Enter the task number to
W100(13rm) • 60000>
EP101(Kw) w 11050>
EP400(Kw)* 31000>
W500 (corm ). 3000 00>
EP50a(Kw) n 15050
EF-SV4(Kw)w 3046>
EPS05 ( Kw) - 3060> 
W j05 COPO • 160000
W506(t6rm)- 300000>
NTCUbT0/M9tu)= 7049>
CI.COVT(;lMttu)= 2000>
MINIM(Dtu/saFt)- 2000>
Rocord Intvl(Min) • 59>30
be executed >4
NMS: Talk 4
1. Tables 2 and 3 provide descriptions of taw the engineering
constants are used in the system performance calculations.
2. The recording interval constant may be selected to be from
i to 59 minutes in whole minute its. See Section
5.1.1 on how the recora'fng interval affects the frequeray
of tape changes.
K 5 - - RESET SYSTEM MK
2 AUG '19	 22:3!
SPAR UYS7EM TAtii LIVI
i Data Tape Chanse
2 Real Time Data Litt3 list Recorded Data
4 C unite Cunstents
5 Beset Vwotem Clark
b Return to Data Collection Program
Cater the task number to be executed >5
CLOCK CHAMUL - Enter the new date(DI II--MMM•-YY) >2-NA-79
Invalid hate or Time entered - E.xam p le$ 21-J M{-79
14:31
rt_UCK CHANUE - Enter the now date(UD-MMM--YY) >02- AlNi-79
Entor the new time in 241Ir clock(HN:MMI) >22;45
Clock  now reads - 2 AUG 79
	 22:45: (KKK
0-27
TASK 6 - RETURN TO DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM
2 AUG 7V	 ^2 S4S
SUAR SYSTEM TASK LIST
1 Data 'Care Change
2 Real Time Data List
3 List Recorded Data
4 Chang* Constants
S Reset Svstem Clock
6 Return To Data Collect-ion Program
Enter the task number to he executed `6
Returning to data collection Program*
Please hang up the modes or Place the UN-LINE/OFF-LINE switch
in the UHF-LINE Position,
NOTES: Task 6
1. Section 4.2 has further explanation of system problems that can
be caused by not hanging up the models or resetting the lobby
display switch.
s
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Section 5.0
OPERATIONAL INFORMATION
This section provides information considered necessary to achieve continued
successful operation of the unit.
5.1 Cassette Tape Drive
The tape drive utilized in the SOAR is manufactured by Digital Equipment
Corp. as their model TU-58 dual drive cassette unit. This unit is mounted in
the SCAR enclosure and requires the use of two tape cassettes. The two tape
drive slots are shown in Fig. 4 and are labeled as Drive Unit "0" and Drive Unit
"1." Indicator lights are provided to indicate when the tape drive is in an
active status, i.e., either reading or recording from tape.
NOTE:
DO NOT remove the cassettes while the active indicator lights
are illuminated. This may cause data to be lost. However,
if removal does occur while the unit is active no physical
damage will occur to the unit other than the possible data
loss.
The cassette used at Drive Unit 0 contains the SOAR operating system and
the cumulative solar system operating parameters that are periodically updated,
averaged, and displayed to the lobby terminal. The cassette used at Drive Unit 1
contains the actual engineering data computed for each recorded scan.
NOTE:
The tape cartridge in Drive Unit 0 should never be removed
unless some change in the operating system is considered
necessary. If such changes in the operating system are
required,contact REMTECH for technical assistance.
D-29
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>.0 o
-
r	 ACC i^^ A ^ : t	 ^^1
t- is •Jw+	
'`^.	 y ,	 j	 7	 • ^.
is r^ t .' a	 '-S!	 y,i .y	 y/ ,f ti.	 - -	 4 s'.
.	 i!^} yb- 1	 ^^	 -'e •at ,^ } l y^^ i^ts
	
. }^+i7 t •^ i	 .!' 
^. w4'k- ^•1
 ^^' . it ^, •. 1^f	 A ^	 !	 t alt,	 _ •.S r..'S•^'A7rM;?fr'`•'aR
ORrGMAL PAGE
R QUAI P.,
Fig. 4 Illustration of SDAR Tape Insertion and Controls
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5.1.1 Tape Change Procedure
Periodically, the cassette in Drive Unit 1 i*ust be changed if the engineer-
ing data recorded on that tape are to be retai+red for historical and/or system
analysis purposes. The time interval between tape changes is a function of the
amount of information that may be recorded k n the tape and the frequency with
which a recording is made. The cassette cartridges will allow 1880 recordings
before becoming full of data.
As described in Section 4.2, the SOAR s,:ans the 23 data channels (Table 1)
at one minute intervals and converts these readings to engineering units. In
addition, the program performs the 19 system performance calculations given in
Table 3, so every minute 42 data records are available for recording. The
interval at which data is recorded sr?- be selected to be from 1 to 59 minutes
in whole-minute increments.
Then depending on the recording interval selected, the requirements for
tape changes will likewise vary. Guidelines for this variation are provided
below.
Selected Recording
	
Time to Fill Cassette Tapes
Interval (Minutes)
	
(hours)	 (days)
1 31.3 1.3
5 156.7 6.5
10 313.3 13.1
'	 15 470.0 19.6
20 626.7 26.1
30 940.0 39.2
59 1848.7 77.0
It should be noted that if the recording interval is se*_ at 10 minutes. the
data read on the inpit channel assignments shown in Table 1 will not be recor:'edi
but once every 10 minutes even though the SOAR is performing that reading and
calculation at one minute intervals. Likewise, the performance calculations of
D- 31
each minute. Thus, the selection of the recording interval must allow for both
the requirements of the system performance analysis and tha requirements for the
frequency at which a tape change can be routinely made.
For example, if the recording interval is selected to be every 15 minutes, then
replacement of the tape must be made every 470 operating hours or 19.6 days. The
SDAR is also programmed to provide visual and audible alarm at the lobby display
terminal when the tape is close to becoming full. When the-tape becomes 80%
full, a warning will appear on the lobby display alerting cognizant personnel of
the need to change the tape. An audible beeping alarm will also be made each
time the lobby display is updated.
NOTE:
If the full tape is not replaced with a new one the SDAR will
continue to read the data channels as programmed and perform
the indicated calculations, however, the calculations will
not be recorded to tape in proper sequence. The replacement
tape for the SDAR is the Digital Equipment Corporation,
DEC tape II which is a preformated version of the 3M Corp.
DC100A tape cartridge.
5.1.2 Tape Head and Drive Cleaning
The tape head and drive require periodic cleaning to prevent data errors
caused by contamination and oxide build-up. After 250 hours of tape running
time or semi-annually, the tape head and drive wheel should be cleaned with a long
handled cotton applicator moistened with 95 percent isopropyl-alcohol, fluorocarbon
TF, 11.1
 or equivalent. The drive wheel should be rotated to assure cleaning
all around the surface.
5.1.3 Cassette Cartridge Wear
The tape cartridge is expected to last for 5,000 end-to-end-and back passes.
Useful life may vary- from tape to tape, however, if errors in the tape data begin
D-32
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to occur it is recommended that the tape be discarded and a new one utilized.
5.1.4 Tape Drive Specifications
	 ,
e Capacity per cartridge - 201,144 bytes, formatted in 512 blocks of
512 bytes each
e Read/write - 41.7 us /data bit, 24k bytes/s
e Cartridge life - 5,000 minimum end-to-end tape passes
e Average access time - 9.3 seconds
e Maximum access time - 28 seconds
e Read/write tape speed - 76 cm/s(30in/s)
e Search tape speed - 152 cm/s (60 in/s)
o Read/write tape speed - 76 cm/s (30in/s)
o Recording method - Ratio encoding
o Medium - DECtape II cartridge with 42.7 m(140 ft) of 3.81 an
(0.150 in) tape
o Track format - Two tracks, each containing 1024 individually numbered,
firmware-interleaved "records." Firmware manipulates 4
records at each operation to form 512-byte blocks.
5.2 SDAR Controls
As shorn in Fier. 4, the SDAR enclosure contains several controls and in-
dicatcr lights in addition to the slots for the tape cartridges. In the upper
left corner an on-off switch, fuse and "on" indicator light is provided. On
the lower right side of the unit two switches and indicator lights are provided.
The "run" indicator light will be illuminated when the "run-halt" switch is in
the run position. This indicates that the unit is in a run status and performing
programmed functions. If the run-halt switch is moved to the halt position,
the program will stop the performance of the programmed functions. The "DC ok"
D-33
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indicator light indicates that the DC power supply is providing power to the
computer circuits.
The "reset" switch allows for the operator to manually "boot" the system.
Pushing this switch upward causes the unit to read the operating system tape in
Drive Unit 0 and load the programmed information on that tape to its memory.
The reset switch should only be used when it is necessary to replace and/or
reload a new operating system to the SDAR. In the event of a power failure,
it is not necessary to "reset" the unit, since the SOAR is programmed to
"reboot" itself when power is restored.
NOTE
It is recommended that only authorized and knowledgeable
personnel have access to the interior of the SOAR enclosure.
Once installed, none of the control switches should be moved
since the changing of these switches can halt the unit in
the perfor~-ance of its programmed instructions.
5.3 Terminal/Signal Conditioning Controls
The only controls provided in the terminal/signal conditioning enclosure
is the on/off switch for the unit and several voltage indicator lights. When
properly operating, all the voltage and power indicator lights should be illu-
minated. Again, it is recommended that only authorized personnel have access
to this unit since if the power is switched off, the system will not perform
its prescribed functions.
5.4 System Paver Requirements
The power requirements of three units to the SOAR system are:
D-34
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Current
Draw
Voltage	 (amps)
SOAR Enclosure
	 110-115	 3
Terminal/Signal Enclosure
	 110-115
	 3
Video Display	 110-115
	 3
It is recommended that these units be placed on a separate 20 amp circuit
which will not be interupted by normal electrical building maintenance. Power
interuption will only cause the loss of data for the time interval over which
the power is lost. When power is restored, the system will continue to perform
its programmed function.
NOTE
The loss of power for a period of longer than 30 days will
require that an operator reset the system clock with the correct
time since the internal battery back-up power supply will only
maintain the system clock for 30 days.
5.5 SOAR Air Filter Cleaning
The SOAR unit contains two fans which provide cooling air to the enclosure
circuits by drawing exterior air through it. A porous foam filter is located
on the right hand side of SOAR enclosure. Periodic inspection and cleaning
of this filter is recommended to maintain an adequate air flow through the
system.
NOTE
Periodic inspection and cleaning of the SOAR air filter is
recommended to maintain an airflow through the system. In-
spection of the filter should be made monthly for excessive
lint build-up. If excessive lint build-up is noted, filter
should be removed and cleaned. Every 3 months filter should be
be removed and cleaned.
D- 35
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The filter may be removed by removal of the eleven screws holding the SDAR
swing out panels in place. These screws are located along the right hand side
of the SOAR panels. five screws hold the top panel in place and six hold the
bottom panel in place. Upon removal of these screws, the two panels can be
swung out, allowing access to the filter. Four additional screws should be
removed to allow the foam filter to be removed. Upon removal the filter should
be washed in warm soapy water, dried and replaced in the enclosure.
NOTE
While performing the filter inspection, personnel should also
inspect the two fans to assure that each is operating. In
the event that one is not operating, arrangements should be
made to have REMTECH replace it or local on-site replacement
can be made. Two fans were provided to allow for back-up in
the evert that one failed. Specified fan li fe is 10,000 hrs.
5.6 Warranty
All hardware components are warranted against defects in material and
workmanship under normal and proper use and in their original, as delivered,
unmodified condition for a period of 90 days from the initial delivery date.
If found defective by REMTECH within the terms of this warranty REMTECH's sole
obligation shall be to repair or replace (at its option) the defective compon-
ents. If REMTECH determines that the component is not defective within the terms
of this warranty, the customer shall pay all costs of handling and return
transportation. All replaced components become the property of REMTECH.
All software supplied in compliance with the customer requirements is
s
warranted for a period of 90 days against defects in performing the functions
F?MMTWCh-4 INC.	 RTR 042
specified. If found defective. REMTECH's sole obligation shall be to correct
the defects to meet the customer requirements.
All work performed outside the scope of the above warranty periods will
be at REMTECH's then current labor and materials rates.
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ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN, UDRI
F-1
ECOLUMBUSTECH ICAL INSTITUTE
SOLAR ENERGY DEMONSTRX.TION PROGRAM
FINAL
Acceptance Test Plan
University of Dayton
Research Institute
March 5, 1979
Reference Purchase Order No. 18679
Prepared for:
Columbus Technical Institute
550 East Spring Street
P.O. Box 1609
Columbus, Ohio 43216
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FIKAL ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN
The equipment, inspection, and acceptance testing requize-
nents for the solar system has been specified in the "Specification
for Phase V Building" dated April 1977 and incorporating the latest
revisions, to insure that all components and work are in accordance
with all local, State, and Federal laws, ordinances, rules, and
regulations relating to the work and to insure that all components,
subsystems, and systems operate in conformance with the design
specifications. The detailed acceptance test plan presented herein
is based on the final approved working drawings and system control
.
	
logic. This test plan includes eleven test conditions to functionally
demonstrate the systems operational modes of solar energy collection
and storage, heating and cooling, system leak detection, and system
overheat and freeze protection.
A. ITEM TO BE TESTED
The item to be tested will include all parts of the oparating
and control-systems. Specifically, the piping system, the
pumps, the control transducers, the control actuators, and.
the system safety and warning components will be tested.
B. TEST OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the test program are to determine and
demonstrate that the system is functionally operable, that it
meets the design specifications, and that it is ready for use.
C. TEST REOVIREMENTS
1. All contro?s and operational comments shall be
exercised by inducing transducer signals or detector
actuation. Functional operability to the design
specifications shall be show:i in each of the system's
operational modes.
2. All solar system components, including piping and
fittings, solar collectors, storage tank„ and heat
exchangers, shall be tested in the system at 45 psi,
E-3
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30 psi for collectors. Leaks, if any, shall be made
tight and retests performed until no discernible leaks
are found.
3. Approxirate flow rates shall be determined by measuring
pressure drop through the various components, collec-
tors, absorption machine, purge heat exchanger, etc.,
throughout the system under all modes of operation to
determine that p=ps are delivering design fluid flows
and that obstructions are not present in the system and
to verify that the system t. , ntrol valves are not
leaking and are positioned for proper flow.
D. TEST PROCEDURES
1. The operation of the solar syste:a in each of the operating
modes shown in Table 1 shall be demonstrated by falsifying
the various temperature transducer signals and actuating
the leak detector switch as indicated in Table 2. A des-
cription of the solar control system and a schematic for
locating components and directions of flow is presented
in Attachment 1. The test sequence for the system in
the drained and L.11ed configuration is presented below.
The test condition comments presented in Table 3 are
summary in nature and are not intended to be all in-
clusive.
Test Secuence - System Drained
(see Tables 2 and 3)
• Set all equipment controls to "OFF."
• Set simulated test temperatures.
• Set.building HVAC interface controls.
• Activate th±s flow alarm switch
• Check valve status - This should be accomplished by
visual inspection to insure that the direction of
flow is as indicated for the given test condition.
• Check ecuigfient status by:
• Momentarily switching the equipment controls
to "AUTO" mode,
• MAeasuring the availability of power to each
equipment item.
Test Sequence - System Filled
(see Tables 2 and 3)
• Set all equipment controls to "OFF".
• Set simulated test temperatures.
• Set building HVAC interface controls.
• Activate the flow alarm switch.
• Check valve status - This should be accomplished
by visual inspection to insure that the direction
of flow is as indicated for the given test condition.
• Set all equipment controls to the "AUTO" mode
• Measure the flow rates and pressures in appropriate
segments of the system as a final verification of
the operation of the pumps and control system in
accordance with the design specifications and that
the system is free of obstrucations and that the
system control valves are not leaking and are
positioned for proper flow.
• Re-set all equipment controls to the "OFF" mode.
2. Pressure tests will be performed on all segments of
the fluid system after installation is completed to
demonstrate the integrity and safety of the system.
Pressure relief valves will be replaced with plugs
as necessary and each segment of the system will be
pressurized to 150 percent of its design working
pressure With the exception of the collectors, which will
be tested at 100%, or 30 psig. The lack of necessity for
makeup of the pressurizing fluid for ten minutes at this
pressure shall demonstrate the integrity of the fluid
system.
E-5
Satisfactory completion of these procedures will be deemed
-c de-monstrate the adequacy o f the system to meet
its pe.-formance requirements.
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TkBLE 3
TEST CONDITON COMMENTS
Tes . CO:^GltlO:: l
This is a static condition which can also be used to conduct
the syste. pressure tests, after filling, to demonstrate the
integrity and safety of the system.
Test Condition 2
This condition is only used to demonstrate the leak detection
system. In the drained conficuration the flow alarm switch must
be manually activated. In the filled configuration a manual
drain valve must be opened, simulating a system leak, to activate
the flow alarm switch.
Note: System leaks in actual operation should be isolated
and repaired, with caution, as soon as possible.
Review maintenance and safety precautions recommended
by the collector manufacturer.
Test Condition 3
in this test the adjustable control timer must be set to
run the Solar Pumps "A" and "B" a minimxn of one-half hour. The
following must be performed to complete this test condition.
• Adjust timer beyond the minimum setting.
Note: Solar Pumps "A" and "B" should be "ON".
• Reset T1 to 80°F and T2 to 100°F
Note: Solar Pumps "A" and "B" should turn "OFF".
Test Condition 4
The following must be performed to complete this test
condition.
• Reset T1 to 220°F
Note: Valve V5 should position for full bypass
of the Purge Heat Exchanger.
E-9
This is a standard solar energy collecting, storing, and
building heating mode. There is no requirement for boosting
the te:perature of the hot water supply to the heating system.
Test Condition 6
This is a standard solar energy collecting, storing, and
building cooling mode using the absorption machine. The following
must be performed to complete this test condition.
e Reset T1 to 170°F, T2 to 160°F, and T6 to 170°F.
Notes: a. Absorption machine should turn
"OFF".
b. Tower Pump "E" should turn "OFF".
C. Tower Fan should turn "OFF".
d. Valve V1 should position for full bypass
of the absorption machine.
Test Condition 7
This is a standard building heating mode with no requirement
for boosting the temperature of the hot water supply to the
heating system.
Test Condition 8
This is a standard building heating mode in which the
return hot water from the heating system bypasses the storage
tank. The temperature of the hot water supply to the heating
system is boosted in the boiler to achieve the desired supply
temperature, T4.
Test Condition-9
This is a standard building heating mode as indicated in
Test Condition 8. In addition, because of the low outside air
temperature, T0, the Solar Pumps "A" and "B" should cycle "ON"
for one-half hour every four hours. This operation should be
checked by manually advancing the timer through at least two
complete cycles.
E-10
TABLE 3 (Concluded)
Test Condition 10
,his is a standard building heating mode as indicated in
:est Condition S. In additior.,because of the low outside air
temperature, TO, and low collector discharge temperature, Tl,
the water is continuously circulated through the storage tank
until T1 exceeds 60°F. Therefore, the following must be performed
to complete this test condition.
• Reset T1 to 63°F.
Notes: a. Solar Pumps "A" and "B" should turn "OFF".
b. Valve V4 should position for full bypass of
the storage tank.
Test Condition 11
This is a standard building heating mode as indicated in
Vest Condition S. In addition, because of the low outside air
temperature, T0, low collector discharge temperature, T1, and
low storage tank temperature, T2, the Low Collector Temperature
Alarm should be activated.
Note: If this latter condition occurs in actual
operation a manual drain valve must be opened to
allow the automatic fill valve to operate and supply
city water to the system until this condition is
relieved. It should be noted that this action will
also activate the Solar System Leak Alarm.
.
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APPENDIX F
VENDOR ITEMS
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